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October 2, 1943

AIR PAIL
PERSONAL

I.lss I’isako Fujii
Hock 19
Colorado River Relocation Center
Poston, Arizona

Doar hisake;

Thank you for your letter and the minutes of tho Bureau of
sociological Research staff meeting. I enjoyod your letter very much
but am ashamed to say that I have not yet had a chance to correct the
staff meeting notes. Florence also sent me a copy from Chicago,

It seems to me, in view of what has happened to research at
Poston, that you were very wise in going over into It?. Gelvin’s office.
I don’t feel at all that you let me down or let the Bureau down. In the
first place, I have not been able to live up to my promise to have a
community analyst in Poston within a few -weeks of the time I left. It
is still not likely that we will have a analyst there much before the
end of October. In view of that situation, I think it was a very sensible
thing foi’ you to tackle something else, In tho second piece, I agree
with you that there is more chance for getting the kind of experience
which will be useful to you outside as j.'r, Gelvin’s secretary. I did
not realize before that you had turned down tho Chicago job because of
your desire to get more real secretarial experience, but I think it was
a very good decision.

Things are going well with me here although I am not enjoying
life as a bachelor any more than I did at Poston, L2?s. Spicer and Barry
are in Chicago and will probsbly be there until the Poston report is
finished, which may be until the end of the year. The nows from Chicago
is that George and Tosh end Scotty and Iwao ore getting along famously,
and that Joe Nakai passed through recently on his way to Cleveland. I
am still looking for a letter from Joe but hear he is extremely busy get
ting adjusted in his new job. Any nows about the research workers would
be welcomed, .hen you see Akiko and Mary, end tho others, you may tell
them that we still don’t have any community analyst in imediate prospect,
but we ere working on the matter and eventually will have one.

Best wishes to you and Meg and Akiko and the others.

Sincerely yours,

Edward n. Spicer, Acting Hoad
Community Analysis Section

EESpicer/ji



November 3, 1943

E. H. Spicer
Acting .'lead of Community Analysis Section
'.7ar Relocation Authority
Barr Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Spicer:

It’s been a long time since I received your letrer
and I feel a little guilty about not having written to you
sooner. It was very nice to hear from you .and I am glad
that you like your work very much. I am sorry that you
miss f/.rs. Snicer and Barry and that you do not like your
’’bachelor life”.

I presume that you are more or less kept up to date
on the happenings of the bureau here in Poston from the
other members of the department, but I will try to give
you my account anyway, ’''ell, Dr. Spicer, the bureau as
it stands is a very "sad case". I mean that slowly the
staff has dwindled down to only one member in Camp I and
3 in Camp III. In Camp II I hear that Gene is making
plans for relocating somewhere in the east, probably,
New York. Akiko Awaya is holding the fort here in Camp I
and I am more or less keeping in contact with her in re
gard to what is happening. Mary Yabutani left this morning
for school in the east.

The members in Camp I and ill seem to have some
doubt as to the sincerity of Dr. Powell’s interest. They
all seem to feel that he is trying to get rid of them so
that there will eventually be no bureau left and it seems
that they have the impression that he wants ^r. Leighton’s
of ice for his own use. He has offered Akiko jobs in
other denartments continuously and has told her that she
will be out of a job anyway so that she had better accept.
However, Akiko feels that she would like to stick until
the new man arrives or else she gets direct word from you
that he won’t come so it is no use for her to stick. At
the present she has enough vzork to carry her through for
some time so she will be occupied and will not feel use
less. In the meantime she takes care of all the material
which she is sending on to Dr. Leighton. Also she runs
various errands for the group up there in Chicago. She
is kept very busy and I believe is an asset to the bureau.

Another lo^al member is Jimmy Sera in Camp III. He
strikes me like a hen with a brood of baby chicks. He was
in here all hot and bothered about the bureau in Camp I
and III. It seems that he has taken on two new girls in
camp three and then here in Camp I there is only one girl
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and it seems that he has been offered a Job in Parker
at about $1.50 an hour and he wanted to accept it, but
he felt that he couldn't leave the bureau in its present
condition with no man to look after things. He wanted
to know definitely whether this nev; man was coming or
not so I told him to go see Mr. Head as he had talked
with you in Washington and knew more about it.

It seems that
and Aiko Tanamachi
Aides. That means
with new material.

the part time workers have all quit
has Joined the new group of Nurse’s
that this new men will have to start

Aki and Meg were up to their ears what with the
work in connection with the segregation movement in the
Evacuee Property Section. They seem to be kept oretty
busy and are complaining about having too much work. Well,
Dr. Spicer, here I sit with not enough work to keen my
time occupied so I am t’^ping this letter to you. With
Mr. Gelvin away a lot of the time all I do is sit here
and answer the phone and do reception work. It really
is hard to sit here with nothing to do. I can remember
the time when I was with the bureau and used to wish that
I could sit and loaf without the guilty conscience that
I had a pile of work to do. I can sit here with a clear
conscience because I have nothing to be done. I manage
to clear up all the work at the end of the day and
I start the next day with a clean slate—something I couldn't
do in the bureau. So you see, Dr. Spicer, I am wishing
that I was in the bureau with a lot of work. I guess that
is human nature.

I took the Civil Service Examination on Saturday and
am waiting for the results. Dr. Spicer, I took the privilege
of using your name as one of the references. I hope you
don't mind. If I pass the examination,! would like to
get a Job in the Indian Service.

Well, I guess that’s about all the news that I can
forward to you at this time. If there is anything that
I think you would be interested in, I will let you know'.
In the meantime I hope this finds you in the best of
health and up to your ears in vzork.

Sincerely,



ROBERT W. ELY
PATENT ATTORNEY

BOX NO. IBB

MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY

6 January 1953

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Spicer,

What a pleasant surprise indeed to find, upon our re
turn from Washington over the Christmas holidays, your beautiful
silver tray. It is very handsome, and is now gracing the top of
our bookcase. Many, many thanks from Eob and me for your thought
fulness .

I guess our marriage must have taken you by surprise.
We met in Washington in 191+7 when be came from Indiana University
to take a job in the Patent Office. Since he bad interrupted his
legal training, he enrolled in night school at the Washington
College of Law (now a part of American University) and took bis
law degree there. He is also a Mechanical Engineer from Purdue,
so has an excellent background for his present position as oatent
attorney with Air Reduction Inc., a competitor to Union Carbide.

Naturallv, I was a little reluctant to leave Washington
after all these years, but in the circumstances I bad no choice.
Living in Summit is quite different -- many reonle commute to N.Y.
daily -- and the pace is much slower and easy. I am still a lady
of leisure, trying to set up our anartment, and it is lots of fun,
though I do miss the office and the many good peonle there.

I hone all is well with you and the children. Earry
and Margaret must, be quite grown up by now, and I probably would
have difficulty recognizing them. *re you still doing work with
the faqui Indians? And is there any possibility of your coming
riast some time? If you are in the vicinity of New York, we’d
love to have you come out and visit us -- we’re only an hour and
a half away by train.

During the Labor Day holiday^, Eob and I went ur to
New ISngland. While up in Cambridge, we called on Margaret Lantis
and saw her and her parents. She told us then that she would be
leaving there shortly for Alabama and a job with the Air Force.
We had a card from her, and I guess she is enjoying her new work.
We also tried to see the Leightons earlier in the summer, but un
fortunately they were in Nova Scotia, and I understand they will
he there until Spring. I have seen the Colliers in New York and
thev both seem quite well.

Again, many thanks from the both of us for your lovely
gift. and many good wishes for the New Year.

Ar art me nt 10 - K
Springfield Avenue

Jummit, New Jersey

Sincere1r yours,



Another Christmas Season is upon us, and as you can
see from our card, we are still on the farm. The card
comes close to showing our white farmhouse and two red
barns along maple-tree-lined Mapledale Road.

This past year we didn't have any chickens or heifers,
but did get two little Chester White porkers in late
July. Aya named them Petunia and Appassionata, a . d
they are* now in our freezer.

Our present "family" includes two dogs, Chrisky
(a hybrid Husky) and Deuce II (a hybrid Beagle). Deuce
a part-Cocker hybrid, was killed in our driveway shortly
after we acquired him. There is also Mother Cat Taffy
and hei1 two sons, Mutt and Jeff. When we acquired our "U6
Chevvy, Taffy, who was then pregnant, came along as part
of the deal. Aya isn^t especially fond of cats, but they
seem to be an essential part of a farm to keep mice away.

As for farming — thatl's in name only. We have leased
most of our 53 acres to the farmer next door who aas
quite a large dairy herd and makes use of our land on
the house side for grazing his cows and gets hay from
the 35 acres across the road, utilizing our .large barn
for hay and machinery storage.

Aya has been working rather diligently as a volunteer
aide at the new St. Lukets-Memorial Hospital Center
which opened this past May, working at the Gift Bar twice
a month and as a floor aide every Friday morning. As
of the first of the year she will become Co-Chairman of
Floor Aides.

Sat through the cold and rain to see our first Army-Navy
game. In all the mass of humanity, even saw a former
co-worker at Airco.

Again chaperoned the Dekes of Hamilton College, this tim<
at their Fall Houseparty, and a good time was had by all.

Had quite a few guests over the summer, including a
full-time summer addition, Aya-s brother, who too]:: a
summer job with Bendix, returning to Corneil this fall
to begin his third year in Electrical Engineering.

After coping for a year and a half with an eight-party
line, privately owned telephone company, we have finally
become integrated with the New York Telephone Company
and now have a private line, Barneveld, New York/
TWinoaks 6-2832. Never realized such inconveniences
could possibly exist, but then we never had eight people
on one line, either.

Weatherwise, we had our first big snow on December 2nd,
but it appears Summit, New Jersey ifrom whence we came
had, ?.U inches shortly thereafter, so maybe Upstatn New
fork isn't so bad at that; Of course, winter hasn't
officially be^un, and we hear tell that January, February,
and March can be real lulus.

All good wishes for the coming New Year to you and yours.
If you ever find yourselves in this area, please do stop--
we d love to see you.

December, 1957

Aya and Bob
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past ye©u has been a happy and prosperous one
■ .: ■ things for the ;oning New Year©

Still on the farm© Have only a dog and a half nc*r since
' 'c-’-'e tu-.> .'' Hind a parb-tfme home s. dairy where there are
,:’j i.- •>• . -abbit-Sj cats-, chickens, goats, etc© to !<■ .;p h.jn

. ' t-;: on : •/> after him and bring him bore-.
t 'Jani summer maybe horses next year©

ci ■■ litti*
01.! l.dr< i
busy<, .?e
■

.'►.-nt to the Dake Placid Club last February© ’Ussed taking a .ride
the Olympic Bobsled Run on Mt© Van Hoevenberg, which Aya had been dying

s s ’i-i ■■ ,:•>» r ride on the new ski lifts at Whiteface Kountais <: i...
Put a real breathtaking sight at h,86? feetl -

5m spring and s jiuner ’./ere wet and cool we decided to rake our
.H.j't. . .: a in the warm South, stopping off at Huntsville, /.labeiM; to

thei Dick and then off with them to New Orleans and Me. Ffeom
• r-.:hack j.j.L-j plant which recently blocx ud -.■ d<.

< brought back some Spanish moss (which is neither Spanish ner
is m < v *i; ig in our bathroom©

Ay brother, Leland, free^loadea for the summer while a
i'c a Heavy ..‘..LiGary EJactronies Department© Retained cu? status as pre-

. .... . o:.-e.: Correll’s Spring and Fall Weekends ab Cl..: : < Lodge
:/ ■ ."s t:-. --roity)© Sister Sachi is in her freshmen year at SXn-.a- ns

College in Boston and enjoying it©

c .as 'jusy campaigning for Rockefeller and a Stato A;.sei-■..• .y/a.\
. Democratic wards in Utica in the fall, zoning in cu ’
 ’->r vn/fth Boy Scouts, and took up curling (which in n< . jern-*

-r'. you d • to \noiu- hair)© In October, taught a 20-~acie hunting t.t sne
fewr ) : i.3 a<- a 1 ake near Old Forge©

J.ya as oeen busy i-. i.th her hospital Work^ being jB>;t elt'cr.: Vice
- r o' t'e. hospital auxiliary;© wi-'.h general supervisor, cl th. nil

.. ■ .Jifeers© She’s also Sef.retary of the Y W.C©A > .u L . n
■ ■ ■ •>.. . -.-p busy mosV of the

■cts ..•. snow already this year, so skiing abounds© Wa ' ® vi-htn j
'< ; •; e? ther Sncw Ridge or Old Forge© eo coms a«-skiing snow b it’- we '

y • . and besides, wsM love to ee you©

'..dshes for the coming New Year to you and yw; s©

Aya. and Boi

• * IP.S8



April 8, 1944*

Dear Tosh, Iwao, and Scotty,

I have gone over your article and have also passed it on to
John Baker and John Provinse. Both the latter have made comments
(not many) on the manuscript. The most important suggestion in re
gard to matters of fact is on page 11 in connection with food allow
ance. All three of us feel that as stated, your comment is liable
to misinterpretation, namely, that most people would conclude that
uil/i actually cut down the food allowance from 45 £ to 31$'. ...
John Baker’s note concerning the original executive order which "pro
vided for relocation" you will have to make your own judgment on. ...
John Baker, who has looked at your article from the point of view of
its affect on NBA's public relations, sees no objection to its publi
cation. He made no over-all comment concerning it. John Provinse
characterized the article as "worth-whilo". ... John Baker and I
both feel that it would be a good idea to distinguish your "sugges
tions" in terms of those already adopted by ARA and those not adopted.
It seems to me that that would help to give the "more complete picture"
that you aim at in that section.

In regard to your suggestions, I have a number of comments,
partly by way of suggesting an historical perspective on the solution
of the resettlement problem, and partly to suggest the lag between
recognition of problems and administrative organization to meet them.

1. Program of Education. The first part of such a program
developed by NBA was the matter of public relations on the outside.
This was never conceived as a positive program in terms of influenc
ing the press as a whole in the United States, but rather as a matter
of influencing the local community into which evacuees were going. It
was directed toward obtaining "oomounity acceptance" by talks with
employers and others. It has now developed into a rather elaborate
program of citizens' committees for "integration" of resettlers in
specific communities. ... Education through pamphlets, motion pictures,
forums, etc. in the centers was developed next and has readied its most
extreme manifestation in the "relocation teams" which visit the centers.
This education in the center has never utilized evacuees in any system
atic way, and there is no indication that it will in the near future.
Instead, devices such as speeches by the Japanese-speaking Dr. Weber
were used. I do not know the reasons for this resistance to utilization 
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of evacuees. ... Vocational training hay boon developed simultaneously
with the educational techniques just mentioned and has suffered from
unavailability of essential equipment from the beginning ... The need
for correct information to Japanese newspapers has only recently been
realized, despite knowledge in WRA of the importance of Rocky Shimpo,
Utah Nippo, etc., in evacuee thinking in the centers. ... The educa
tion of appointed personnel has never been undertaken seriously at any
center so far as I know, although it is constantly talked about both in
the centers and in Washington.

2. Communication. Interpreting has been from the first and con
tinues to be a hit or miss matter. The need is recognized at every
center, but has never been taken hold of effectively. ... Utilization
of evacuee leadership for relocation has been worked on very diligently
since about last October when the Relocation Division was set up.
Council committees and non-council commissions have been organized and
have worked with varying results at different centers. "Evacuee parti
cipation” has been a fundamental principle in this respect. Efforts
have also been consciously made by the center relocation officers to go
back of the formal groups and "discover the real Issei leadership" and
to organize block meetings at various centers, Ahat has happened, how
ever, seems to have been that such methods tend to crystallize public
opinion against relocation. The 75% of inert (in WRA’s view) Issei
don’t like this and react negatively. Development of evacuee leader
ship for relocation would seem to follow the growth of a more general
conviction that relocation is a good thing. I think the relocation
officers are tending to believe now that the stimulation of relocation
must be worked out on an individual basis, that the group approach tends
to have an adverse effect.

3. Self-confidence. As you may know, there were for some time two
opposing views in WRA on this matter. One approach headed by Tom Holland
was based on the idea that insecurity in the center would cause people
to go out. The other was substantially your vie?/ and was maintained by
various persons in the Authority. The insecurity view dominated during
last spring, I think, and probably gave rise to the employment policy
of last summer, but there is now a reaction against it, partly as a
result of Minidoka’s extreme application of it. It remains yet to be
seen who is really right in regard to the effect of center conditions on
relocation. I have the feeling that it boils down to this: the Issei
core of the population will not move out either from a "good" or a "bad"
center under present conditions. A "bad" center causes unrost, anti
administration attitudes, etc. and therefore should be avoided. But I
have my doubts as to whether a "good" center will be more stimulating to
relocation, altho it undoubtedly provides a more satisfactory base to
work from.
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4# Resettled communities. You are no doubt aware of the swing
since last summer to the encouragement of social life amont resettlers
and to the extensive development of "integration” committees# • ••
Family resettlement is of course no?/ being developed also#

5* Post-war problems# Have you no more concrete suggestions
concerning the "far-sighted program” to "facilitate assimilation”? WRA
is now working constantly on aspects of the problem which reach far
into the future—cooperating with Department of Justice in heading off
the rabid citizenship denial bills in Congress, cooperating with local
California organizations (such as San Francisco Chamber of Commerce) in
planning for reintegration of Nisei and Issei in California, attempting
to head off with sound information anti—Japanese campaigns, etc# Is
there wisdom in assuming that California will hold a considerable number
of evacuees ultimately and should much effort be devoted to that region,
along with WRA's concentration on the midwest area?

I like your article very much and think it is an excellent job of
analysis. I am. especially interested in your analysis in terms of con
flicting sentiment patterns. I do not think it is complete, however,
since you have left out ohe of the fundamental sentiment pattern con
flicts—that in regard to attitudes toward Japan. I can imagine why
you have left that out, however, since it is so hard to deal without
misunderstanding under war conditions. It remains one of the funda
mental blocks to understanding between Issei and Y/HA-Nisei. Aspects of
the sentiments you mention are inextricably linked with the sentiment
concerning relations to Japan#

As ever,



November 6, 1945

Mr. Iwao Ishino
4456 Quarles Street, N. E.
Washington 19, D. C.

Dear Iwao:

Following up our telephone conversation of to
day, I am enclosing a letter concerning you to Dean
Hoadley. I hope this is satisfactory. However, if you
feel tiiat it would be more useful for me to go into more
detail concerning the work you did with me, I shall be
glad to expand the letter. Do not hesitate to let me
know if you want something fuller.

With best wishes.

As ever,

Enclosure-!
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By this time of the year„ I would have sent all. our Christmas

cards and packages0 but due to work and (Lowing. I am late this year.
To catch up T. am resorting to sending a general letter to our friends.

Marilyn is a junior in Justin Morrill College at PiSU. She has
changed her major to secondary education with a minor in sociology.
She now lives in an apartment with three other girls, I hear that
she is 'becoming v. good cook and housekeeper. ShG works part-time
a?v the computer lab at KoU. Daring the summer she worked as a
salesgirl in a department store in East Lansing. Thia is her second
summer at that job.

Cathy is a junior in high school<. She taught swimming this past
summer for the district recreational program. Aside from boing a
cheerleadert she participates in various club activities. Being in
an experimental student-teacher0a aldo program at an elementary school
she ic thinking of becoming an elementary teacher.

Susie is a freshman in high school. Babysitting taker? up acme
of her free timo. especially with Christmas coming soon. Her year as
a freshman cheerleader has kept her out of most other school activities
except for being on the district student council.

Toml\ is bubbling continuously about her full, days—-instead of
half-days—-at the elementary. She is quite proud of attending the
"Middle School" temporarily rather than the Marble Elementary School.
(2ccib isn’t completed due to a carpenters’ strike this spring). She
learned how to swim this past sutrnser.

I am enjoying a part-time job as a teacher’s aide after twenty
years without a paid employment. Sewing has become a must with the
constant demand of clothing from all of our daughters. ~I°m afraid
the house is being neglected during the Week, but du© to our
"maids." --the girls--help clean up on the weekends.

Iwac continues to teach both In the Anthropology Department and
the James Madison College, a residential-experimental college at MSU<
We all went to Atwood, Ohio with Iwa when he participated a week in a
commlnicatiohs seminar. Th© University’s Education Policy Committee
continues to take up quite a bit of his time along with the usual
faculty meetings. Seattle was the locale for the Anthropology meetings
this year. There ho saw colleagues he hadn’t seen in several years

W& have another addition to our family. It’s another female black
dn^c-hound. We call her Sumi (pup of our ^-year-cld dog, Chibbe).

My mother c&me for several weeks and my nelce, Patty,(Huby°a
and Joe’s daughter) camo later. We travelled tc Montreal to see
"Man and His World;" however, time was too short to cover what we
wanted to see. Norther Michigan and Nlagra Falls were also covered
during the summer.

We wore happy to see several groups of visiters from
plus others who came to Michigan in the past year.

Here’s wishing you Happy Holidays—

The T.?»ao lahlnos

Okinawa



’v.in'.i- yi.'r, no -:h-q >_ busy wi .b ' .lyn s
hat we -’ Ido' send any Christinas cgrdt' Thia ytar» w» are having a

t.<> e -;a'.axed ''.net, but 3 .>. 1 i/e are sl\ r • on time and are wondering
wht ri all the days hav- gon.-; Perhaps this collapsing of time ~ s
another indication of ■ ><..■■ age, which s rapidly appro aching the
wld-csa-. ury mark,

Marilyn and het husband^ Bill* set up house in Grand Rapids . \5
j.ived there intil June when Bill was transferred to the Detrcit
. l:?c.i.cto Bill is representing Union Carbide in the Everyready Baria./
sale;:; division,. Just yesterday0 we heard that Bill was promoted atZ
will be pur- in charge of the district centered in Grand Rapids.- Sc
Marilyn and Bill will return there in February where they are looking
forward to liv.-ag in a smaller city, Meanwhile Marilyn is a regulax
subsv tuts teacher in the &rren (a suburb of Detroit) school district

Cathy si.& ted college Oakland University ( near Detroit) where
she is loping io major in Psychology, Oakland University, this year,
is havin;: a wide range of problems with respect to budget., studenr
moral-.and growing palns« Cathy vrar-'S to change college at the- end
of this school yeaz’o

Susy ?.:< a junior at East Lansing High More than her schor l work#
she .3 leavily involved }.n her modem dancing activities => She spent
jasi mier waking a course in dance it the Uni varsity of Utah ihr
five weeks, While there,., she was a guest of the Seymour Paikers, She
s al50 putting a few hcurse a week at the local Kentucky Fr.-ed Chicken

shop in order to pay for her dancing lessons-

Our baby, Tomi., is n if e .. ght years old and is the one that dominates
thy is I , y home becausi

her uanc-.ng aedvitief'.' and sc Tomi ts the “playmaker'1 in this •.-.•11. j
now- At school Tomi is in a combination 3rd and 4th grade ‘‘quad.’,
a large oom divided Into four sections^ each directed by a separa
eacher, The children float from section lx section depending on

the subject and level at a particular hour, We are anxiously watc b.::g
jhat this kind of par-Acipa-- .y classroom does to childrene

Mary continues u j *rti cipate as a teacher's aide at Central
Elero.mscy Schoclo She finds the work challengingt, rewarding and
enjoyable.. The school*s teachers and other staff are a very con
genial group and working there is a pleasure.

Iwao is in his second year as chairman of his department end ■
Looking fox wal'd t.: next yeai when this position will be passed on L sor.u-
ne else. He is presently in the midst of a L dgetaiy bind—thank3 tv

the auto strike,.

This past summer wr.s very enjoyable anti it seems even bet-or n w
: . ..ii\•■.veLed .5 inohes^f snow a few days ago, Iwao designed

a small rock garden in the back.^L^'4;-.d with this kind of manual wo de,
he quickly got a suntan and took an$ inch off its waist •;..?? 01
hand did her thing by playing golf e j finally imp] :h
to n ., couple cf trophies Tcwi d he ^nd of the surwier she i'lr.cj ..y ., if
l. a>. ii j playing a few rounds of giif with other couples. The ser.-- ■ -
al:x ei.'.yable because Mary's brc»-b:..’o Joe .uid Ja;aesP visited . c ■ ■>
rj.m£:.‘ because her moi iei vis . .sc. U3 for a ..\-<w weeks, l l. '-l* M- - 3 "h -
was .er«.v v'-- -ok a fair., y >..... r vj5.-j i Mas.i-achuf;t.; is. ’rd ;■ *
i. < Caii't Bosyok are ?h Mery has r ' seen s.. :• e<. 949..

■L •>oj:you r.rvi 701 ' ’iu ...y a happy holld^- seas and a : . : ^3 ■
M &''y .-.nd I >?ao 111, no



Iwao, k'ary, and Tomi) spent an unforge table summer in Japan. Iwao
National Zuseu:. of ethnology to spend four .months as a visiting

1’ was lodged in a new housing complex for foreign scholars on tae
anpus just four miles from the National Kuseuni.

a senior in hi~h scaool, the trip meant an opportunity to meet ner
Japan and compare notes about whatever teen-a-jers are interested in
editions! tourist sites that ner older sisters re mem oar and she

iweIlin ; and suburban lifestyles that they could not nave seen lb
y ..’ere in Japan.

s trip was a packaging of .iany tilings. She sheonerded Tomi around
s si pits in tae Kyoto, Jara, and Kobe areas taat her older sisters

summer ..ary (and the rest of us) took full advantage of
the famous and less famous festivals—Dion . 'atsuri, Ten jin . a tsuri, faiwonji . a ^surl,
Dento -V ~o, -anapusa ■ .-oretsu, etc. we all also managed to meet with friends in
.’okyo, Kyoto, ..agoya, ..'ansai, and Okinawa, especially those wno had spent a year or
>o at liehi-an Jtate as visitin; professors, finally she managed to pursue ner
interest in ikebana, pottery, suni--?, and folk toy collection, feedless to say, sne
. .ana-cd to accumulate in tais orief period a variety of specialized tools used by
Japanese .isttsrs, books on her hobbies, and a fresh sample of folk toys, brushes,

fee only nobby she couldn’t pursue in Japan was golf.

for Zwao, the trip meant work and effort trying to meet tae challenge tae museum
appointment offered. lie sparkling new fuseum, the ideas that went into its planning,
the D- '.ember professional rescarce team, the multi-lin ;ual, international library of
ant .tropology, and the elaborate supportin-; services (the human Relations Area files,
t ie complex videotape system to display et.ino.praphic events, and tae eleyant computer
complex for data-processing and information ret:'-.aval) were justified in ter*a? o?
imorevir. - the level of Japanese understanding of other >eoole’s culture. did all
tais nave cne ya/off of better understandin;? lot it was fun, too, seeing the same

lockin; for'./ar-i to having t.ie rest of the family

.;e wish you all a Kerry Christmas and a happy .ievz fear--

11
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the
Tokyo
This

Since coming here in 1956,
have spent the holiday season here except for the years spent in
Okinawa (1963-65), Santa Ana (1966), and Wash. D.C. (1973-1975).
will be different. With Marilyn, Cathy and Ellen Susan, living in
region, Dad, Mom, and Tomi will be going to Atlanta for the holiday

ry Christmas from East Lansing, Michigan.
^shines
W-958),
year it
Atlanta
season.

This past summer Marilyn was remarried and so we travelled to Atlanta for
the wedding and to enjoy a few days of visiting Geoff while his mother and
her husband went on a honeymoon. Marilyn’s husband, Jim Hovis, is a native
of Atlanta and is a chiropracter, the same profession as his father’s. Geoff
is eight years old now and he seems to be growing up with a healthy perspective,
despite the trauma of the divorce. He loves to play soccer and during the
season he plays in a league team.

After finishing art school in Boston, Cathy went to Atlanta to work for
General Electric as a designer in computer graphics. When Cable News
Network called her for a job, she couldn’t turn it down because of the
opportunity to work with a lot of computer gadgetry that makes those lively
graphics on television.

Susan is also working in Atlanta. She was working as a manager in a natural
food chain store but is now a bookkeeper. Meanwhile, she is dancing again,
this time with an Atlanta modern dance group, and is taking ballet lessons
on the side. She satisfies her other love, natural foods, by ocassionally
hiring herself out as a cook for parties featuring such dinners.

Tomi had a most enjoyable senior year at East Lansing High and then enrolled
in the fall as a freshman at Michigan State, majoring in business-prelaw.
She has done well this first term. Outside of school, Tomi has managed to
work several months at a clothing store in the Meridian Mall (enough to cover
her expenses to spend the Spring break in Florida for ten days) , a term in
State Senator’s Sederburg’s office as work study volunteer, and two months
at East Lansing State Bank as a clerk’s assistant.

impressive lecture-
it included speech
teenagers, and )
out to CaliforniEarlier (in late summer) Mary went

was in the hospital convalescing from a stroke, he
Mary attended the 40th reunion of her high school

Mary is active in Ikebana International and keeps producing those ceramic
pieces that compete with Iwao’s books for scarce space in the basement.
Some of these pieces are practical items, like bowls and dishes, but most
of them are rather whimsical to display her flower arrangements. She
attended a large North American Conference of Ikebana Internationa in Dayton,
Ohio, where the late Kasumi Teshigahara directed a workshop. Also in the
fall, Mary went to Canada (Hamilton, Ontario), for a two-day meeting in whic
Senei Ikenobo, the headmaster of that school gave a very
demonstration. This Canadian affair was unusual because
by dignataries, music with bagpipes, Japanese dancing by
toasts to the Queen.
to see her mother who
fourth. While there,
class in Garden Grove.
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Finally we come to Iwao. This summer he spent more time than ever on the golf
course, and though his confidence and his understanding of the game increased,
his score showed no improvement. In September he went out to the Berkeley
campus to be on the program for the Fulbright Alumni Association and then in
October he gave a paper at a Third World Conference in Omaha. This university
is going through a serious evaluation of its role because the State has cut
MSU’s budget deeply and the faculty has lost confidence in its academic
leadership.

We are grateful for the happiness we found in the past year and we hope all
of the best for you in the coming year.

Sincerely;

Iwao, Mary and Tomi Ishino
December, 1980
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5i'> ao.cc Blag
Uasnington, B.C.

Bes e Neci:

I found your letter waiting for me when I
returned yesteruay. Thanks for remembering me to all
my friends at Heart mt. I might have known Bonnie v.oulci
expose me. rtachel also got in toaay. lhey1ve accepted
her thesis topic.

I talked with doz over tne phone yesteraay ana
again this morning. Poor little narry is uown witn a
cold again.

Guess you know how anxious doz is to get startea.
l.ish it were possible for her to be taken on immeaiately
insteaa of wasting a whole month. If .Personnel and
Mr. Provinse approve, what objection is there to taking
her now? As cautious as Helen is, she said to me, "If
Mr. Spicer wasn’t a man of so,few words, I’a sure carrel
in." Gosa, what a reputation you have!

dacnel nau a long talk with John Bmbree. Instead
of meeting a "Simon Legree" (ana now we cautioned ner
about him) she found nim exceedingly friendly ana cordial
witn no outstabuing twitches.

Anne asked that wnen I wrote you to tell you
that Anhelm Strauss was in sometime last week ana she
interviev/ed nim. He’s back in Cnicago now but is very
anxious to talk with you. Anne suggests that you get
in toacn witn nim on your way tnrough Cdcago. V.ill you
be going through Cnicago on your way back from dohwer?
If you can arop a note to Frank uiyamoto or Tom Shibutani
telling when you expect to arrive in Cnicago, one or tne
other could contact Strauss.

The conference minutes were all types up when
I returned so I haven't had a cnance to reaa what has come
in. .dr. Provinse returnea this morning, everything seems
to be under control ana we're all busily occupied. Kay's
note didn't indicate when she was returning but I suspect
she'll be in sometime next week. Helen Collins callea me
down this morning to ask about our files. Seems they want
to liquidate our files ana aispose of superfluous material.
She's coming up nexc^.eek to iopk over what we have.
■‘■ncidentaily, Helen (Jufiinks our reasons aren't good enough
for getting a typist in our section.

Frankly, I don't remember what I da when I was
a baby, and iurthermore, I'm not ^,oing uo take time to find
jut  not even for Barry. See you soon.



Jan. 3, 1947

Dear Joan,

We are very punk cdrre 'nondents, aren’t we?
Which doesn’t mean that we don’t think of you. And your re
membering of us at Christman made us think of you Christmas
morning. Roz said, "Joan chooses the nicest things;" and Bar
ry said, "Sure, I remember Joan." Uy old wallet had given out
and the one you sent hsi gone into immediate ervice. Thanks
a lot.

You ought to see what we have been doing this fall —
mostly house renovating. We got a little old adobe place out
at the edge of town and have been working like the deuce fix
ing it up. We’ve got five out of six rooms fixed up now----  just
got the nice (biggest room of all) enclosed porch fixed int time
to set the tree up in it Christmas eve -— nine continuous
windows on the southwest, letting leads of sunlight in, a perfect
winter room. Still no bathroom, although we have the septic tank
done and the well did lied down to permanent water which will
make us independent of the city water supnly for the rest of our
lives. I’vo spent a lot of time on a work shop and you would be
amazed to to see how much time we spend there making bookcases,
shelving, etc. etc. We made a junior size work bench for Barry
which is also set up in the workshop.

Barry is big and tough, going to school regularly. He is
a sort of lone man minority group in the mornings whan he goes
out to get the .ohool bus. Ha is the only non-Snanish speaking
kid out there. At first he was prejudiced against learning Span
ish and spoke disparagingly of Mexicans, but recently he has be
come enthusiastic about learning and we have session - at most mea
now in which he tells us all the Snanlsh words he has learned (in
cluding an unprintable one) and we teach him some more. So maybe
his prejudices will disappear, but the other kids at school natur
ally encourage them. Barry got an electric train for Christ
mas which thrilled him. He was ina sort of half-conscious state
from Christmas morning on, awed by the Christmas tree and the
presents, car41-singing at a friends Christmas eve, and so on.
He has been very good, too, as though he were grateful to 'anta
Claus.

Penny is totally changed from what she wa in Washington—
healthy and bouncing with energy. She began to pick up weight in
Canada and has been radiant ever since. She doesn’t talk really
yet, but she is so close to doing so that we expect it tiny minute
How is Nelson coming?

A letter from John Embree the other day. He talks of goin
to SE Asia sometime soon, and says that Katharine is haring a lit
difficulty adjusting to the academic life after the long trick in
government. The Hansens sent us a cony of Hersey’s "Hiroshima’’ fo
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Christmas and they seem to be happy back at the old job.
Han? wa in Washington during the vacation working with
the committee that is steering Bob Cullum. Bob expects to
come through Tucson the first week in February, possibly
Tom also. Youwill be seeing them after that in Los Angeles,
I suppose. Inez fiercer sent a Christmas card. What is she
doing, do you know? V/e saw Hal James on the street in Hunts
ville, Ontario, this summer, but didn’t catch him and conse
quently didn’t get a chance to sneak to him. I wonder what he
war doing up there.

Life here is everything that we dreamed it might be.
String our own place is probably the greatest joy at the
moment and having to build and fix it ur ourselves is part of
the joy. Butthe job is good, too. I have a large class in
Minorities, an enthusiastic and hard-workingci ass. The ad
ministration thought it would be a dang? rous class, but so far
we haven’t got into trouble, although some pretty harsh words
are spoken now and then in it about Mr. Bilbo and others of
his ilk. The class has worked out so well that it will be given
every year from now on instead of in alternate years. I think
the administration is not too worried about it now.

During Easter vacation and this summer I shall go down
into Mexico again to finish the job with the Yaquis. The summer
is an ugly season there, but I am looking forward to seeing
the Ya uis again and the analysis of the government program
there will have new meaning for me after- the exoerience with
WRA.

Dron us a line and let us know what you are doing
and hot. George and the family are. Do you. ever see the Oplers?
I imagine that you do. By the end of the summer we expect to
have a little guest house fixed up and would like to nut your
name down as a first occunant.

Barry says to thank you for- his most wonderful sweater
and Nels n for the necktie, which make0 him feel grown up.
And Penny is delighted with the bib.

With best wishes to all of you for a new year.
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January 2, 19^7

Mr. Edward H. Spicer
Department of Anthropology
University of Arizona
Tuscon, Arizona

Dear Ned:

I had a letter from Joah Ishiyama a month or so ago in which she
said that she hoped eventually to leave California. Although she indicated
that she would really prefer going "back to the East coast she said that
she would even consider Chicago. She said, maybe Jokingly, that if
anything turned up here at Roosevelt College she would be interested.

Maybe the grape-vine has informed you that since September of ’^6
I have been the Placement Officer for Roosevelt College. We have had
trouble in getting Just the right kind of girl for assistant secretary
in the President’s office. In discussing the situation recently I
mentioned that I knew a gi(10 whom I thought would be excellent for the
Job. I told Dr. Sparling, the President, a little about Joan and
he was very interested. His Administrative Secretary is Mary Sonoda,
from Los Angeles/- and Poston. She has some slight reluctance to have
another Nisei in the office thinking that the other girls on the staff
will feel that she is showing particality to Nisei. Neither Dr.
Sparling nor I think that this is important. Roosevelt College is
inter-racial, with respect to students, faculty and staff and we make
every effort to consider only qualifications. There are about half a
dozen Nisei girls on the staff and they are all well liked. Incidently,
Edwin Embree is Chairman of the Board of Directors.

I thought of Joan for the job for two reasons, first, I feel sure
that she could do the work and would be better than any of the other
candidates we have had and second, if Joan really wants to get away
from California and to continue with college work this would be a good
opportunity for her. Full-time staff members here can take two courses
each semester without tuition fee.

All this leads me to my reason for writing you. Would you write
me a letter of reference for Joan.? Do you know’ whether she has had
any college training? Because of a previous rather sad experience with
a girl who has technically competent but lacked a broad background Dr.
Snarling is narticuiirly anxious to get someone who has a sufficiently
large vocabulary to be able to take dictation on a variety of subjects
with accuracy and understanding. Could you also include comments on
Joan’s manner, ability to get along with people, take supervision and
reaction to pressure. These are important to Dr. Sparling. While 



this would be the ”second” job in his office he wants a girl who would be
able to step into the ’’first” job if Miss Sonoda should leave. We are in
no hurry to fill the job but I would like to get a letter or two on Joan
and then if Dr. Sparling wants to go ahead I’d like to get Joan’s applica
tion in without delay. I’ll write to Joan about this today and see whether
she is interested.

My association with Joan was always social and although I always heard
good reports of her work I never had any personel knowledge of how well
she did her Job. Dr. Sparling asked me if I could get any references for
her before asking her to file formal application. I told him that Joan
had worked for you for some time and said I would write you about her.
As I said, I plan to write Joan today and tell her what is going on. If
she is interested it will put us that far ahead. If she isn’t interested
no harm will be done.

I checked the register atjjthe Anthropological Convention here the
other day to see whether you/|Hans were attending and was disappointed to
find that neither of you were here. I thought it would be nice to say
’’hello” in person.

I finished Dorothy Thomas ”The Spoilage” recently and was vaguely
disappointed. I can’t help but feel that this should have been the second
rather than the first volume to be published. The background information,
particularly on the cultural life of the evacuees seems to me inadequate
for a full under standing^ what happened at Tule Lake. Maybe I expected too
much from the study but it doesn’t seem to me to be nearly so valuable as
Leighton’s book. I know’ they weren’t meant to be the same kind of studies
but I found Leighton’t book more ’’complete”. I think that Thomas’ book
would have been strengthened by more analysis of Administration policies
and thinking because they had so much effect on the community. In a
number of cases there was a failure to relate administrative policy at
Tule Lake to ever-all WRA Policy and I think that was highly important
in several instances. The documentation was excellent but the interpre
tation lacked subtlety and seemed to have large gaps in it. It all boils
down to the fact that I doubt if any WRA employee would ever be completely
satisfied with any interpretation of Tule Lake.

Please give my regards to Roz and if you are ever up this way I hope
you’ll give me a ring.

Sincerely



January 16, 1947

Kias Inez Mercer
Place inc nt Officer
Roosevelt College
Chicago, Ill.

Dear Inez,

Although I don't have Joan Ishlvama's 57
at hand to bolster up my memory, I can give you an account
of how she performed in our office. As I recall, she
had a year or a ye ar and a half of Junior College in Los
Angeles. Then she worked, I believe, as a sedrotery in the
Sheriff’s Office in Los Angeles County. She worked as sec
retary of the Community Analysis Section, 3AF 4, from March,
1943 to about June, 1945. From June, 1945 to July, 1946 she
worked as a research assistant with a Pl grade. From November,
1943 to July, 1946 I was her supervisor.

Joan was extremely industrious, even inclined to work
past quitting time to get a job finished up. She was able to
turn out large quantities' of work and worked espacially well
under pressure. She enjoyed working to deadlines, and I §ot
the feeling that the quality of her v.o rk improved under pres
sure. Hov-Vor, the quality of work---- neatness and accuracy ---
were high always. She was metlcul us about the appearance of
all work that she did, and maintained a higher standard than .
any other secretary vzhth whom I hanpened to have contact in WRA.

V.heh I first came into the Washington office, I felt
that Joan lacked background for the job in Community Analysis,
vhich often required her- to take dictation involving technical
words in the social sciences. She improved steadily, however,
in this respect, read re th er widely in the fields with which we
were concerned , and by the time we shifted her to the Pl job
was quite comnetent in handling the vocabulary of the social
sciences atleast. My only hesitation in recommending her for
th? job that you outline might be on this score of breadth of
cultural background. I believe, however, that she would meet
your- requirements very quickly, since she tries hard and learns
rapidly.

Joan's manner seemed to me always pleasant, friendly, and
easy. While Joan was secretary, viators were well handled and
the relations of our section with others were good. She got
along'with others, including sone vei-y difficult people who were
in our office at various times, exceptionally well. She never
to my knowledge, stirred up any friction in the office, b^'
the centre, ry cooperated with me and others to eliminate
fr.l p ‘ ‘
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found her extremely helnful in such matters and found myself
relying on her judgment. She became devoted and loyal to the
office as an organization and worked hard to keen it smooth,
pleasant, and efficient.

Joan took supervision very well, welcomed correction
and suggestions for improvement in her work. At the same time
ste liked to be put on he r own to run the office affairs, as
for exanrle v.hen I was in the field. She always carried on the
office routine co ns c lentiously in such instances..

In general, I found Joan to be a canable and efficient
secretary and a conscientious and scrupulously accurate re
search worker. I would nredict that she would fit well and
do a first rate job in the posi tion that you describe.

Since rely,
f. . < • . L

Edvard H. Spicer
Associate Pio'.fessor of Anthropology
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August 27, 1948 JJ

Dear Ned:

Tuesday I thought I’d surprise you by phoning, just to say hello,
but learned you’d gone to Northern Arizona (that’s what the operator said)
presumably on vacation. It would have been nice talking to you again —
next best to seeing you. But you’ve no idea how close I came to dropping
in on you on my way back from Wyoming last month. I drove to Rock Springs
with a friend who was leaving her children there for the summer. Unfortu
nately, I didn’t get as far north as Heart Mountain as I’d hoped, though I
did get an account of it from Bill Hosokawa when I stopped in Denver. The
one guy I missed seeing there was Bonnie—we got our wires crossed on a
lunch date—but I’m sure he hasn’t changed, at least not from our phone con
versation. He asked about you. Bonnie was with the Post until recently but
I understand he has another job now. I also stopped over at War Assets to
see Joe Carroll and hashed over old times. Now I know why Joe and Hans
didn’t hit it off too well. (He doesn’t know I’m acquainted with the Hansens.)

If I’d been alone on this trip, I would certainly have stopped by for
a visit. .Actually we were quite a distance from Tucson. Holbrook was the
nearest point. It was there I ran low on cash and started checking the dis
tance to Tucson. But I had money wired to me at Flagstaff, our next stop,
so it was only a few hours of anxiety. The only mishap was a flat tire
coming back, just outside L.A. County, but at 3 a.m..’ (Why, I wouldn’t know
which side was up on a jack.)

Emil may have mentioned to you about my quitting the Sheriff’s office, «■
It should have happened last year but for several reasons I wasn’t able to
get my release until last month. Of course when you’re working in a place
where you’ve no intentions of remaining, you can’t get too enthusias tic
about the work, but I had to do something to meet expenses. It seemed hardly
fair to take a new job when my plans were so uncertain. Wish I could see
Rachel as often as I’ve seen Emil since coming west.

You probably know that Katharine finally got to the Gilberts. I’ve
had only a short note from her, from Suva, but I’m sure she’s happy as this
is what she’d been counting on for so long. She’ll be in the Gilberts about
6-7 months, and she’s hoping to get to New Zealand in February for the
Pacific Science Congress. Margarets up in Nunivak again on a short trip.
Marvin’s been teaching at UCLA Extension during the summer and having fun.
For a while I thought he’d be leaving Oxy but his plans seem to have changed,
at least for the present. By the way, I have a message from Charlotte (be
sides love and kisses). She says Mayer wrote to Marvin to tell him he was
interested. Mayer went off to India to discuss the project with Nehru and
to try to get funds to hire an ethnologist, as no funds had been allocated
in their funds for this project. That was in June. Marvin hasn’t heard
since. Charlotte also says Marvin is very grateful to you for recommending
him. He’s still very much interested.

You’d never guess who I ran into last week in a department store —
none other than Miss McGee. She looks the same except for a modified hairdo,
and is still having trouble with her head from the draft.’ That’s why she
moved down here from San francisco recently. She’d been working up there
for War Assets until February when they had a reduction in personnel. Why



anyone would want to leave San Francisco is beyond me*

Ifm sure you’re interested in an excerpt from Helen Paul’s letter
about the latest chapter in Helen Robertson’s troubles. 'Jell, even if
you aren’t — aren’t you just a little curious?

"Aug. 15 Bruce married a widow in July—the one who was the
immediate cause of Helen and Bruce breaking off all friendly relationships.
I do not think that Helen had any hope of marrying Bruce herself, but I
think she was awfully upset that he married someone else. She has been
assigned, at least temporarily, to an organization of state highway offi
cials, as the contribution of the Public Roads Adm. to the cooperative ef
fort. She was much upset at first, and told me she thought Bruce’s brother,
Irving, had caused her to lose the job. I don’t understand her feeling that
way, as she has always said that Irving was her friend no matter what the
rest of the family did. I talked to her Friday and she was feeling better
about the present job—the secretary to the Commissioner and Public Roads
had written her a letter telling her that she had been assigned to that
job because they wanted to send a highly competent person who would be
versatile enough to do any kind of job required, and that they hoped she
would not leave Public Roads, as she was threatening to do, as they valued
her services highly.”

No comments.

I’ve enclosed some clippings which I thought you’d be interested in
and which may not have appeared in your local papers. The case is now in
the hands of the jury. For a paper as reactionary as the Times, I think
this case has been presented to its readers in a decent way, devoid of its
usual color. Although I wasn’t able to get to any of the hearings during
the past 11 weeks, I talked with a couple of the Japanese witnesses who were
brought here by the army from Tokyo, one the president of the company where
Kawakita was employed, and lived in his home during that time. But whatever
the outcome, I think its had a fair hearing and Carter is a good Joe. He
remarked to George, "What do you think of the jury?”

I’m an awful stinker for not writing oftener — but I think of you
all much oftener. My love to Roz and the children, and I’ll be looking
forward to hearing from you.

P.S. I’ve mis/placed your home address. Will you remember to
let me If now.

Joan Ishiyama
3623 Monon Street
Los Angeles 27, Calif.
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Dear Roz & Ned:

All I can say is that I'm terribly embar
rassed and ashamed of myself. Setsu and
George returned from New York the other
day and handed me a Christmas card that
the Ryans had asked them to deliver to me.
This was certainly an oversight for I'd
assumed I'd given you my present address.

This would mean that you've sort of lost
track of me.’ While I was working at the
U.N. in Lake Success, I lived in Malverne
and then moved into N.Y.C. and lived with
Marv Opler's sister, until I left the U.N.
the end of 1950. Now I am living in Palo
Alto and working in San Francisco, and this
has been exactly a year. I'm not going to
attempt to fill in the gap.

How many years has it been since I last
saw you2? Barry was just a little fellow,
not much older than the little youngster
sitting on the floor of your Christmas card.
I'm assuming from the pipe that it's Ned
sitting at the desk, and you standing with
your arm up. I'm afraid, though, that I
can't identify the two children...and
where's Barry? How are you all, and what
has been happening. You are still living
in Tucson so Ned must be teaching at the
U. of Arizona. If I ever get out that way,
I'll have to find my way to Lowell Rd and
catch up on the news.

In the meantime, please remember me if you
should be passing through San Francisco or
Palo Alto. I missed Morris Opler when he 



was for a short time with the Stanford
Research Institute. I tried to contact him
but failed, and shortly after, he returned
east.

Several years ago, when I was in Honolulu,
I visited with both Katharine and Ella. Since
then, Katharine has been through San Francisco
but so far have missed her. She is in touch
with Nori Makino (who worked for Hal James)
and through her, I hear about her. Speaking
of Hal James, he's also in S.F. with some
rehabilitative program but haven't seen him.
I almost saw Rachel and Emil this past summer
in Los Angeles, but as I was only passing
through en route to Japan, I wasn't able to
reach her. They were on vacation visiting
Emil's parents.

My trip to Japan was a wonderful experience,
although I picked the worst time of the year
to be there. Someone told me that Ruth McKee
was working with the American Embassy in
Tokyo but this was after I returned. You un
doubtedly are in touch with her so would know
what she is doing, but it had something to
do with renunciants. When I first moved to
San Francisco, I met a fellow by the name of
George Sasaki who is the manager of the S.F.
branch of Tokyo Food Products, through whom
we export bulk salt to Japan (Leslie Salt).
I learned he was Tom's older brother. I
dropped Tom a note about this but haven't
heard from him. About once a year, I hear
from Helen Paul and Alice Campbell, but always
nice long letters. Helen was quite ill but
seems to have recovered. She is still with
Agriculture. I talked to Exkkkxe Billie Fast
by phone last year and I think it shocked her.
Well, that's it. I’d love to hear from you.
Thank you again for your remembrance, y
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September 7 1945

Dear Dr. Spicer:
Wie gehts? How goes it with you? Hope

you ere doing great things in Washington.
We commenced work todey at the Mdse Mart

office. Having an awful time getting use to the
transportation system here. Seems we spent a
great deal of the time Just going to and from
work. Tuba City was never like this I

Just a line to let you know,-miss you terribly
Well, sayonara and take good care of yourself.

Sincerely



.A.
Bar' Building
8^hlnpton, D. C.

Januarv 4, 1944

Deal- Scottv,

1’hank you verv much for the oherminfr Christmas
sent. '■ 1 tai * tl ex oc eted I ' j out of the box

until e thought thev would neve; end. rr --' m so mrnv
of them ano each one such beautiful ork. .’•? have ”oni*red
ho male them. You shouldn’t have pnr/ to such trouble Cor

us, but w? do amvehto them mor- than cat sav.

Last night we moved into ahous< in Arlington,
’ ia. • little brick house with a lot of snece around it

for Barrv to clay In -- 1f tn- wo$th^r ev - p- tr nice enough,
for- that. <e hunted witnout succ-ss for a house fox s veral
davs befor Christmas, couldn’t flnl anvth 1 ng,and th ■■ -nt
UrA to r-ela tl vesfor Christmas and oz staved on while 1
Cfi-ne backend "mt to houxr. bunting aoreln. * nr-- -robably
v^rv lucky to t a hous as comfortable as thin -n*= e <» culcklv
as V-' did. Femomber there is a crunst room in it *.;pl ti for
vou whenever you come to acb’nvton.

Cnnrrr t il r ti ons on th° Un’v^'s4tv of Chicago
ork which •• « bee™ 1° beginning for vou. •=> think tl ]s erreat

that tbose old bloc! ctudi^s ar .coinc to b's - somr fruit, and
that vou and Tosh and Iwao am g?in^ to do the cultivating.

• ’ t j t about this time last veer- that vou b^cra to 11 v 1
Blk 6? 1 don t su^o c y^u ha J an^ Idea of her- that was
Icadln^ then. 1 shall be Itln^ vou moicffldsllv in th^
future, I imrtflne, about the studies.

Barry haa turned 'ut to b- a tru° nomad. Last nl-^ht
h- ’-nt to sleen in a trr bed, 4 n a st-a-.^e hou e, in an
u™ talr- ’ room hilt we sat dov. .^tairs b-=*fr>. t,hr fii-'-
lie Hi it 5 thout a ”himmi' ani t oda ' he as e -n ^h at home
p ouni th* new hous as he has b n anv h ri.

Best of luck to vou .1 i th ne -nt isc, and
br> t wisher to vou end th- nth rs,



April 8, 1944

Dear Tosh, Iwao, and ocotty,

I have gone over your article and have also passed it on to
John Baker and John Frovinse. Both the latter have made comments
(not many) on the manuscript. The most important suggestion in re
gard to matters of fact is on page 11 in connection with food allow
ance • All three of us feel that as stated, your comment is liable
to misinterpretation, namely, that most people would conclude that
KRA actually cut down the food allowance from 45$ to 31£. .
John Baker1s note concerning the original executive order which "pro
vided for relocation" you will have to make your own judgment on# ...
John Baker, who has looked at your article from the point of view of
its affect on WRA’s public relations, sees no objection to its publi
cation. He made no over-all comment concerning it. John Frovinse
characterized the article as "worth-while”• •.. John Baker and I
both feel that it would be a good idea to distinguish your "sugges
tions" in terms of those already adopted by WRA and those not adopted.
It seems to mo that that would help to give the "more complete picture"
that you aim at in that section.

In regard to your suggestions, I have a number of comments,
partly by way of suggesting an historical perspective on the solution
of the resettlement problem, and partly to suggest the lag between
recognition of problems and administrative organization to meet them.

1. Program of Education. The first part of such a program
developed by IRA was the matter of public relations on the outside.
This was never conceived as a positive program in terms of influenc
ing the press as a whole in the United States, but rather as a matter
of influencing the local community into which evacuees were going. It
was directed toward obtaining "community acceptance" by talks with
employers and others. It has now developed into a rather elaborate
program of citizens’ committees for "integration" of resottlors in
specific communities. ... Education through pamphlets, motion pictures,
formas, otc. in the centers was developed next and has reached its most
extreme manifestation in the "relocation teams" which visit the cantors.
This education in the center has never utilized evacuees in any system
atic way, and there is no indication that it will in the near future.
Instead, devices such as speeches by the Japanese-speaking Dr. ,»eber
were used. I do not know the reasons for this resistance to utilization
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of evacuees# • Vocational training has been developed simultaneously
with the educational techniques just mentioned and has suffered from
unavailability of essential equipment from the beginning • •• The need
for correct information to Japanese newspapers has only recently been
realized, despite knowledge in .7rtA of the importance of Aocky Shimpo,
Utah Nippo, etc#, in evacuee thinking in the centers. ... The educa
tion of appointed personnel has never been undertaken seriously at any
center so far as I know, although it is constantly talked about both in
the centers and in .Washington#

,... Communication# Interpreting has been from the first and con
tinues to bo a hit or miss matter# The need is recognized at every
center, but has never been taken hold of effectively. ... Utilization
of evacuee leadership for relocation has been worked on very diligently
since about last October when the Relocation Division was sot up#
Council committees and non-council commissions have been organized and
have worked with varying results at different centers# "IVacuee parti
cipation” has been a fundamental principle in this respect# Efforts
have also been consciously inode by the center relocation officers to go
back of the formal groups and “discover the real Issoi leadership” and
to organize block meetings at various centers, ,<hat has happened, how
ever, seems to have been that such methods tend to crystallize public
opinion against relocation. The 75/> of inert (in .•.ll’o view) Issoi
don’t like this and react negatively# Development of evacuee leader
ship for relocation would seem to follow the growth of a more general
conviction that relocation is a good thing# I think the rolocation
officers arc tending to believe now that tho stimulation of relocation
must be worked out on an individual basis, that the group approach tends
to have an adverse effect.

3# Self-confidence♦ As you may know, there ware for some time two
opposing views in At A on this matter# One approach headed by Torn Holland
was based on the idea that insecurity in the center would cause people
to go out. The other was substantially your view and was maintained by
various persons in the Authority# The insecurity view dominated during
last spring, I think, and probably gave rise to the employment policy
of last summer, but there is now a reaction against it, partly as a
result of Minidoka's extreme application of it# It remains yet to be
oe©n who is really right in regard to the effect of center conditions on
relocation. I have the feeling that it boils down to this: the Issei
core of the population will not move out either from a “good” or a “bad”
center under present conditions. A “’bad” center causes unrest, anti-
administration attitudes, etc# and therefore should be avoided# But I
have my doubts as to whether a ’’good” contei* will be more stimulating to
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4. Resettled co.^iunities • You are no doubt aware of the awing

since lest summer to the encouragement of social life amont resettlers
and to the extensive development of ^integration” committees. .
Family resettlement is of course now being developed also.

5« Post-war problems. Have you no more concrete suggestions
concerning the nfar-sirhted program” to ’facilitate assimilation”?
is now working constantly on aspects of the problem which reach far
into the future—cooperating with Department of Justice in heading off
the rabid citizenship denial bills in Congress, cooperating with local
California organisations (such as San Francisco Chamber of Commerce) in
planning for reintegration of Nisei and lose! in California, attempting
to head off with sound information anti-Japanese campaigns, etc. Is
there wisdom in assuming that California will hold a considerable nwnbei*
of evacuees ultimately and should much effort be devoted to that region,
along with »&A9s concent ration on the midwest area?

I like your article very much and think it is an excellent job of
analysis. I am especially interested in your analysis in terms of con
flicting sentiment patterns. I do not think it is complete, however,
since you have loft out one of the fundamental sentiment pattern con
flicts—that in regard to attitudes toward Japan. I can imagine why
you have left that out, however, since it is so hard to deal without
misunderstanding under war conditions. It remains one of the funda
mental blocks to understanding between Issei and iVRA-Nisei. Aspects of
the sentiments you mention are inextricably linked with the sentiment
concerning relations to Japan.

As ever,



31 December 1946
Tokio, Japan

Dear Dr. Spicer and Mrs Spicer,

Thank you for the card.
has not given up her linoleum
handwriting.

It was nice to see that "Roz”
cutting and to see Dr. Spicer’s

Dy the address I gather that you are now back in your beloved
Southwest. I suppose that you will be teaching at the University
of Arizona. As for myself I am working with the Civil Information
and Education Division in the Public Opinion and Sociological
Research Section. Lt. Herbert Passin is my boss. I think you
know him. He is a Chicago man tool We also have working for us
seven prominent Japanese social scientists. Cne is a specialist
in rural farm villages; one in family structure; one in religion;
one in fishing villages; one is forms of national courtesy; one
in ’’distribution of culture.], elements”, etc. These teachers are
very familiar with your Pascua. In fact it was the first American
book in the social science field that caught my eye when I visited
one of the professors home when I first arrived in Japan. (Pardon
my sentences and my English--using Japanese all the time does not
aid my already poor English).

Dr. Clyde Kluckhohn arrived here on the 17th of this month as
one of our expert consultants. He will make a survey of the needs
for research and return home on the 25th of Jan. Dr. K and I will
start out for three weeks in the field on the 3rd of Jan. We will
tour the Kyoto area and later go down to Kyushu. Dr. Ruth Benedict
might also’ be coming out as one of our expert consultants too. A
Dr. Raymond Bowers, a sociologist, is also with us now. I often
with that Dr. Spicer could come out here. Both Dr. Kluckhohn
and Dr. Bowers are more interested in hot-spring resorts than in
touring farm villages!

I’ve enclosed some snapshots of myself. Hope you enjoy them.
I hope you have had the merriest of Xmas with the new addition in
the family and wish you the happiest of Nev; Years.

Sincerely,
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25 November 19*17
Tokyo, Japan

Dear Dr. Spicer,

. Long tine no nee. I hope that the Spicer family—
Mrs. Spicer, Berry, baby sinter, and. you—are all veil
*nd happy.

I have a favor to ask. My plan is to enter the Dept.
of Social Relatione at Harvard, if possible. I would
appreciate it if you could, write a letter of recommen
dation which is one of the requisite for making an
application for ad-.isrion and for scholarship. I
realize that you must be very busy with your school
work and research, but hope that you will consent
to write a letter to Harvard for me.

.Japan i° still wonderful. I love her more and ore.
Prices are getting higher and life for the average Japanese
is hard. t everywhere reconstruction is going on; none
variety of goods are on the market; people seem more calm
and normal. Though there is much hurtle-bustle of work,
most Japanese still seem to find ti e to enjoy life. The
wonderful hot springs, the body massages, the innumerable
lit+le tea shops--the Japanese make a theme out of cheer
relaxation. They lack (thank goodness) the Anglo-Saxon
and Christian’s strict concept concerning eensuous.
pleasure for the body. The pleasure of soaking in the
hot spring or being relaxed by a skilled masseur i? cer
tainly not reserved only for the wealthier few here in
Japan.

ky vry best regards to hrs. Spicer. If you should
run into Jim Bohanr.an, please give him my beet wishes too.
kay you and. your family have a very nice ^hanksgivin -.

Affectionately,
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To^awa , 1 .r i zona
TO v ‘i mb c: , 11, 1342

err ’ o- nee,

Mir I v/n<-! tn ?iceon 7. looked co ni for the
material foT the curtains but couldn’t find anvthinn- which

fan t n ■ ?r w* >[ tl e ^lace I looked. ,
there a^e till ime more. I did <ret one samnle, enclos'd,
. '• * "1 : ts 41 cent a vard and 1 r SO I nche: ;'ide, thi nk,
but it look 111 e the rpeen in it is suit* the wr-onr color.

■ >-. rffect of It 1 v?'‘k st lire e

O’Ji note, wit? th color sample,
route* ted 1 did rot pret it until ± wa^ down here
no. 'hen I so to ueson J ivlll trv spain* but
when that will be. Meanwhile you mav have rotten

nt bv : vious
a week or
cannot roomise

'Tetl ’ nr,
p r'o-ted. I’m sorry I

I did. I wa? in one m and rush
mc ? jown bore.

couldn’t do an? better than
the whole time I wa.- on the

Ci e i not so hectic here ar it 1- ir. fo ton,
but 1 keen 1u t a: busy or busier. 1 write u^ vast a-^unt of
:nac rial — . n.i have no secretary to turn to to t.el^ out. <-on’t
you :ant to come down and live in nv Fa^a^o hous - and eat beans
e.ri t tillas? fnere aie le > conveniences ae«- the » Ln'oston,
but of course the difference Is that neonle want to live here 
an.I ch > ' alrav javc.

oir-T I didn’t see jou that atuj-dav after-noon in
the laundry of Block 31. I went oy the Block 34 laundry and f?und
that ■’ cof . so t ;e tub** there ao iecided not to carry mv r ather
lfTT° wa-ih oil the vjpv to 31.

1 ar ^-lad that Dr. Leighton like0 th room. I ho^e
that you and -f.ri ?i io too ov now, that I -, that you "till do.

I till think ol ho? nice it v/e of vs” to wa^t to
irivo g te* 1*0. co vhc i you he^vd that I wa ^o»np*. i R^^r^ctote
yow thnun*:;t v«tv much. 1 ’ill be bock M "o-'t-on ore ti >o in
the wint -r or In^, mavbe ’or a visit ooner wi.l ‘ 1‘tn ton
at tl *' t- l then. i'ow are t:i':r P’oinr? ey.ord- to t o vhdle
cranr ?-nu 1 hone that things are n-oinsr well with all of vou.

P • ever,



Topawa, .Ar 1 zona
’ovembei , 11, 1342

•err O' nee,

Mir I was In Mceon. J. looked crc nd for the
t°o «a1 foT the curtains but couldn’t find anythin^ which

r rs ' M factor? 5r pn? M tb° M.ace. I locked# \/>t-evc»i',
there £ e till some more. 1 did ^et one samnle, enclosed,
wb*< cor ts z9 ??nt a vard and 1* 60 Mobc; wide, .. thank,
but it look like the rreen in it is nul tr the wronp color.

>7 effect of it 1 wide stiine..

"our note, ’.it? th.: color sample, rent by c vlous
routee and 1 did not pet it until. ± was down hero a week or
co# Mn T to to :ueson I will try but I cannot promise
when that will be. Keanv.hile von may have rotten ometbinp:,
< - 1 me sorted. I’m sorry I couldn’t do ^nv better than
I did. I war in one in and rush the whole time I was on the
ws 7 down here.

Cl e i not so hectic here as it i~ in ro-.ton,
but 1 kee^ 1u t a- busy or busier. 1 write vest amount of
mat ilal -- snl have no secretary to turn to to hel^ out# uon’t
you /.ant to come down and live in ny Pana^o hou- end cat beans
ao’l to.tillas? fnere are le o conveniences here than in'oston,
but of course the difference is that ^conle want to live here
and al?;av nave.

07r7 I didn’t see mu that -aturday afternoon in
the laundry of Block 31# I went by the Block 34 laundry and found
that coal . 30 the tub" the^e ho ieclded not to carry mv rather
Irvre wash all the ww to 31.

.. a*n ^lad thet Jr. Leighton likes th room. I ho^e
that you nnd -'arlon io too by now, that is, that you °till do.

1 till think ol ho 7 nice it we of you to want to
Tive •: te- for ce -hen vo i heard that I wa ^ohr. 1 en-^rectate
you- thouT ot v-*ry much. I ill be back in ro’ton ome time in
too v.lnt'-'- o sr Ihp*, navbe 'or a vt^it 1 ooner rnd will join ton
at t‘ ’ _ c t'- e.n# j'o'/ a> o the " p)lnr? 1 emr.rds to the whftle
crenr ana nor-, tiiat thlnys & e froinr? well with all of you.

/ ever,
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Poston, Arizona
November 25, 1942

Dear Mrs. Spicer,

Thanks ever so much for the Letter and sample for
the curtains. Je have put it against the wall and in spite
of // the green color that you thought would not fit, it really
blends very well. Liarion and I like it very much and Dr. Leigh
ton also says it looks very good. What store did it come from?
Perhaps I might as well order it direct from here so if you
can send me all the details, store, department, saleslady, etc.,
I should appreciate it very much.

Life here is the same except that most of the people
are out of jobs now since, I am told, there is going to be a
complete reorganization of employment plan. The reason I guess
you have heard from Dr. Spicer with the strike and all. It has
finally ended but I’m ashamed to say that I do not know yet what
it is all about as I did not believe in it and so would not par
ticipate in any of it. It seemed so ridiculous to me. ’./ell, I
guess the people got what they wanted and also what they didn’t
expect would happen. Everybody returned to work today and nearly
all were told to go home without giving any reason. They say
that we have to start all over again by applying at the employ
ment office and giving all your qualifications and where pre
viously worked, etc. There are only a few of us that are still
working for the same personnel. All of Admn. #2 and 4 were told
to go home and I think only Miss Findley, Mr. Kennedy and Mr.
Head’s office workers, besides myself in Dr. Leighton’s office,
are still working today. I think the whole incident was carried
on a little too far and poor Mr. Evans (Mr. Head and Mr. Gelvin
were away) must have had nightmares trying to settle the thing
right. Mr. Head and Mr. Gelvin finally returned about a couple
of nights ago and they finally came to a conclusion.

With all this happening, I want to go out all the more.
Dr. Leighton had good news for me this morning. Although I don’t
quite know if it is definite or not, but he had written to his
sister-in-law who is supposed to run a preparatory school for
girls entering Bryn Mawr and he received a reply that there is
a chance for me there to do secretarial work and keeping the book
room. This of course is pending final decision of the Board of
Trustees of that school. It sounds good and i think I will take
it if open to me although I did have my heart set on Chicago.

The tortillas and beans sounds good to me right now as
I am very fond of them, but I don’t think I could eat them day in
and day out for five or six months. Do you get to cook your own
meals or do you really eat tortillas and beans every day?



Dr. Spicer tells me that you are mad st him because
he has not written since your leaving Poston (he told me this
about a week and a half ago so I guess you have heard from him
by now) , but he insists that he has written twice and somehow
the mail 1 guess has not reached you. Do you have your baby
with you in Papago? Are there many amerjiXan people in the vil-
age?

It seems that Tamie also wants to leave Poston al
though she hasn’t definitely made up her mind/ Poor Dr. Leigh
ton is going to be deserted I am afraid.

Hornings are very cold now and if takes us practically
all morning to finally warm up. Everyone likes to come in our
room as Dr. Leighton bought us a small kerosene stove and it
helps immensely. Now, I see many of the administrative staff
have bought one for their room also.

We shall be looking forward to having you back here
(although, maybe by that time I shall be out of camp) . Our
teas are still going along fine. I forgot, we all went cotton
picking the second time. This time the whole staff of Poston
I minus Jr. Leighton and Dr. Spicer went out and we now have
vll.73 in our department kitty. We did quite well. I picked
the most in the morning, about 3 pounds more than Toshio but
sorta’ lagged in the afternoon. We had quite a bit of fun
that day but most of the girls say they do not want to go out
again.

Coming back to the sample material, if you could send
me the info on this, I can take care of it all right.

Sincerdly,

P.S. liarion and 1 like the room very much now and we have had
a lot of compliments on the color - thanks to you.
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Diss Florence T'ohri
i:ur ;wu of Lociolcgic'l Research
rest on, Ari-oil?

,'e-r Florence,

?h?nk you for youi note oi sev..r* 1
d.-.ys ego and for for-..;- rding my nril. 1 nope things
r.i still going ’.veil with you.

I •■•m having a fine time in 'inidoka, -• -wring
lot of work done and le- rniiv a lot. I'inidok-. is

very pleawant just nov,, ;ith spring coming on. It
is raining a little---- April showers-------almost every
>y, but everyone says that the rain will stop sud
denly vex*y soon and then it gets even more . usty
th-n Poston .--no almost as hot.

I h-ve had one letter from Dr. Leighton,
bu no definite wore as to future pl- s.

It looks- -s if I shr-11 be leaving here about
the 8th of April. “ sh-11 probably stow over ■ couple
of days in 'ops z snd get back to Poi ton about the l&th

best wishes to you and
-nd the others,
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U-5 o-JAA 'bn ft 3^ ’+”
'tUazU^^-'A 45  .'  c

? o ston, Arizon?
January 19, 1945

Deer Keel,

hristmae ar . I am glad to see that Roz,
Barry, and Ned still have shadows while the ffRA is becoming a ghost.

Lief while you1 r arkii , I sume, I
.. i: ht ’. rite • couple of* items for you to mull over with .your Martini.

(1) The new visitors’ regul tio ( lousy’ The WRA is un
iring tc i the center.

‘ding to 1^ test information, the LEA field offd rir
to the L.anual more s tringently than is merited.

This subject v.* s one which we discussed durin'• the ’’Wednesday
norning” staff conference before Emperor Mills. I focused my attack

eloved Co 3ice Ci rter s follows:

“I like Corlies Carter because he’s such i nice f
wfu barrsssi or hi in‘ '-

• ’ ’ u ‘ s. It’s stran t
Corlies Carter i vii Lik Jap-hater in Califor
nia. Jap-heterg in Call broil ii to € Japan
ese, ’Get the hell out of here and stay out!’. £• ;au

ne5i al, Darter is saying to the evacuees,
»Get the hell out of here and st; y out of the center’;

, ■ r and Jap-haters are alike.

• • '’-I . _j ~____•_!_1—• - s-i ;, ”T’. 3 : nc
two make four; one and three make four. The end products are iden
tic !• ther , one plus three equals two plus two. In line of
this logic, a Jr.p-hater in California equals Corlies Carter.

(f) It looks from this end that the LRA is very impatient a-
bout getting evacuees out of centers. It’s pushing the closure of
mess halls to such an extent that strong resistance has been formed
in the community. This resistance can easily be transferred into re
sistance arainst center closure. My conclusion is that the ARA is
looking for a stiff fight with evacuees before centers are eventually
closed.

(s) ..e have a new ^ssistmt Project Director called Linian.
He is 2 strict "Government procedures - nd budget limitationsn man.
Ou ch!

Sincerely,



September 22, 1943

Dear Dr. Spicer,

How are you making out in the Washington Mad-House? I
think I am very lucky to be out here in the peace and quifct
with nly the kids giving me the headaches. So far, things
have gone along pretty good, with the exception of a few
run-aaays. xhey tell me thtt the boys see dihmost all new
and younger than of former years, and with the help of some
of the older ones, I think we can get this thing pretty well
organized.

The routines of my work is very limited. Mofct of it is
being handled by the nitron, who is a very capable woman. I
have the general supervision and organizational duties, and
after that 1b complete, I shall have much more time than I have
now, and that is plenty. While the kids are in Scholl between
8:30 and 11:90, and 1 and 4, I have time to peck out notes on
the typewriter. The boys retire at 8:30, so my evenings are
also free. The duties which I do have, however, is supervising
the boys’ bath, standing in the dining hall every fourth week,
and seeing that the kids get to school on time. The rest of
time is a little bit of office work, and planning activities
for the kids. Thus far, I haee pecked out quite a bit, fol
lowing the trend that we did in Poston.

I don’t know Just what I shill work specifically on, but
I think thit will come on in time. Right now, my biggest
problem is that of run-aways. I am trying to get at the roots
of the problem, but haae only megger notes so far.

Altho my tritning in Potion will help a good deal in
my research work here, I shall hsree to hawe counsel occassionally
to aide my liimited training. I hope I can come to you for
help.

We are treated very nicely, and are enjoying both the
climate and the people. Several of them have brought vegetables
and fruit to us from their gardens, and the Trader also has
been very helpful. The Trader is a Mormon who is now working
on his missionary work, and is being giv&n quite a bit of
^rouble by the Christian Reform Missionary. It will be interestimTg
to watch this develop further. The C.R. missionary has already
come over to ask me about my citizenship etc. He is disliked
by all of the employees here, and states tht the Mormons have
been bribing the kids to go to their church.

If there are any material on the WRA that you feel you
can spare, I would apprecite them very much. Weekly bulletins,
papers etc.

Sincerely yours,



Iiainnan, Rufus M. Jones Telephone: Rittenhouse 9372 Executive Secretary, Clarence E. Pickett

American Friends Service Committee
Twenty South Twelfth Street

-Philadelphia 7 Pennsylvania

December 21, 1945

Re: Jyuichi (Jay) Sate

Dear Friend:

The above-named person is being considered for work with the Service Committee,
for the position indicated on the enclosed recommendation blank, and has given
us your name as a reference. We would greatly appreciate having your judgment
of this person.

The enclosed form may be used for this purpose, or as merely suggestive of the
kind of information we are seeking. Any additional comments that you would
care to make would also be very helpful. Thank you for your assistance.

Very sincerely,

Ca (/5.o.
Personnel Office



xcptuabcr 8, 1943

Dear Gene Finnic 9

“ren’t they anxious to have biiof corre ,ron..tnce,
tnought Thic 1- tir- r-gul r si^ed paper. v »•- £rc nere in a. nice
office witx a v.i cf ell the t 11 buil.i.^- and the sound of the 1> v t d.
It's r oner fx* but 1 . v r X. that x ..ould be a oonrnut. r.

Barry i- with a family vhic Irt .^y nas four chix ren
and at just n r . <■ fi.th a/d i aake a carder. x- think it will b« fun.
Tne couple i~ younr - nc ^i. sly . ni; very nice.

Xe t r-; y x hr a tali, with ^r. n .rouovitc.. n. e id
tnut th< Art ->e rtu. t at uorexr..- t iv; io 1j «: sad c^e.ue a tc: a of
taking c.ayo<u on h thinks that one person is le vlnfe. to guta.;> tnat
ii. out. I hv.d noped it’s no rood.

Lnclo-.d you will find what I id not glv. you at
Tuba. Th&nK v<ry nnich for Lae picture, -one da„. you can soak us
properl

Hope .-.e .1_1 •- seci you soo:.. ^e t of luck.
B&rry utill tel... . oo t <‘Kemi ' . .u .-:enii. hl a lov-.



September 16, 1943
221 - 10 - D
Poston, Arizona

Dear Mrs. Spicer:

Vie were all glad to hear from you andnhappy to

know that you like Chicago. How does it feel to have

concrete uncier your feet instead of sand? I’m glad

you found such a nice place for Barry and yourself,

at least Barry will have pleanty of playmates.

I finally sent my Guggenhien application. After

pouring over Dr. Spicer's "plan for work”, and studying

every word for good approach, we finallv wrote enough

to finish the darn thing. I’m sorry that I didn’t have

more one-man shows and exhibits. ..ell, anyway if nothing

happens I can always fill one out next year.

Last week, the eastern D.C. Clearance came through,

was I relieved.’ Now I’m wondering about taking Minnie

ana Akemi with me or to go first and find a place ana

size up the situation in N.Y. Can you tell me anything

about cost of food, house and location? 1’11 probably

be here for a month yet, or at least until 1 get some

of my material from home as references.

Thanks for the money order, you needn't have sent,

Makes me Ihel guilty





(/



JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
551 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK • N. Y.

October 1, 1943

Dr. E. H. Spicer
Office of Indian Affairs
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Dr. Spicer:-

T'r. C-ene I. Sogicka has applied for a Fellowship
on this Foundation. May we have in his case your
careful opinion of his abilities, please?

As always, anything you say will be held in the
strictest confidence©

Henry Allen Moe

Sincerely yours,

M ;w



October 11, 1943

Hr. Henry Allen i.:oe /
Saoretcry General y
John Simon Guggenheim • Samoriol Foundation
551 Fifth. Avenue
IT©?; York, ITow York

Dear “r. loo: He • Gene 1. Sogioka

I am enclosing a statement concerning Gene Sogioke. I
know him and et least a segment of his vzork very well. I hes
itate however to assume the- mantle of a critic of art and have
tried to estimate the work from a different standpoint.

I ha\c nevci’ expressed to you my gratitude for turning
Edward .;eston in my direction two years ago. ;o ces.;e to Tucson
one day with Ghoris end said that you had auggested he look me
up. ;;e ;/ent out to the Yaqui villages, where he took some mar
velous photographs, and for a couple of days I enjoyed his
charming company. Thank you very much for bringing about this
pleasant meeting.

Sone day I hope the time will come when I can carry
through to completion the work with the igxican Yaquis. since
our ovacustion from the Yaqui country, both my wifo and I have
been working with the .er Relocation Authority on the problems
of tho evacuated Japanese.

with best wishes,

Sincerely,

Attachment
EESpicer/ji

Edward H« Spicer, Acting Head
Community ’n al ya is Section
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Name of Candidate: Mr. Gene I. Sogioka

Report Requested of: Dr0 E. II. Spicer, Office of Indian Affairs,
Chicago, Illinois.

I worked with IT. Sogioka from October, 1943, through August, 1943.
I was engaged with Dr* A. H. Leighton in a sociological study of the tfar
Relocation Authority center of Poston, Arizona, to which ir. Sogioka had
been evacuated from Los Angeles along with other persona of Japanese an*
cestry. IT. Sogioka was employed as one of our research assistants during
that period. Ills duties consisted in sketching and painting the life of
the new community as a pictorial supplement to the record that we were
making. During thia period he also took courses under our direction in
social research and anthropology*

Mr. Sogioka was prolific; ho produced a large number of pencil
sketches and water colors, 11s work ranged from interpretations of the
desert lendscopo to narrative sequences of soxae of the more dramatic in*
cidents of relocation center life. The body of hie work consisted in the
depiction of the daily life of the center ** scenes in the mess hells,
the shower rooms, the crowded apartments, the dusty streets, public ga
therings. in carrying out his program he showed initiative in working
out methods of showing pictorially the dominant attitudes, resentments,
and even the new social relationships characteristic of the peculiar com
munity. Mis range of treatment and feeling for the significant scene were
such that he succeeded, I feel, in making an unusually well-rounded record
of the life of the center.

Jhile I cannot speck with much authority concerning Mr. Sogiokafs
technical competence as an artist, it seemed to that in his favorite
rsdlum of water colors he exhibited a remarkable versatility in satisfying
vhe objectives which we had in mind in our study. ..e were interested in
two things primarily, so far as his end of the work was concerned: (1)
the realistic x-ecording of the physical details of life in the center,
ar-1 (2) catching the moods and the meaning* of this new lifo for the people
who had to live it. Taken as an integrated whole, the several hundred
paintings he produced seen to me to fulfill these aims.

I believe that LT. Sogioka has the ability to carry out the project
which ha proposes, naaely, tho interpretation of regional aspects of
American life, and particularly of the life of certain minority groups.
flfe showed in his work at Poston the capacity for incorporating into his
painting s broad understanding, of the social experience of u people. I
feel tbcit he has done thia also in sosss painting of Southwestern Indian
life '.rhicri he carried out during the year. iHs work re ains at the same
tirai simple, direct, and thoroughly intelligible.

In developing his project, I am sure that ;r. Sogioka would be dill*
ent and productive. He would also carry it out with originality and re*

so'jrQCfulr.ess. deimstrated all of these qualities in his year of -nrv-
GT Th^ relocaKdnA J



Japanese-American Relocation Project
626 Spruce Street Philadelphia, PA 19106 (215) 925-6795

8 September 1982
Professor Edward Spicer
Department of Anthropology
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

Dear Professor Spicer
Through our research we have learned of your involvement with the
relocation of Japanese Americans during World War II. With that in
mind we thought you might be able to help us.
We are currently researching the relocation of Japanese Americans
during World War II and specifically any documentary art produced
by them. Our intention is to compile a book concerning the art and
the artists so to present a portrait of the relocation experience.
In the spring of 1980, material collected at Poston and Manzanar was
found at Cornell University. Among that material found were 130
watercolors done by Gene Sogioka and Roy Takahashi. These paintings
in particular led us to our project.
We have had difficulty in locating these artists. Do you know of
their whereabouts — or of any others who might be interested in or
helpful to our project? We would appreciate any assistance you could
offer us. Thank you for your time.
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Japanese-American Relocation Project
309 Eddy Street #1, Ithaca, New York 14850 (607)272-4154

Deborah Gesensway
Mindy Roseman

28 November 1982

Edward H. Spicer
5344 E. Ft. Lowell Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85712

Dear Prof. Spicer

On route to California wepassed through Tucson in order to review
your manuscript collection at the University Library. We had
also hoped to see you, but due to our tight schedule we could
not contact you in person.

Since our last correspondence, we have had a pleasant surprise.
We located Gene Sogioka in Larchmont, New York and spoke with
him regarding his internment. He is now retired and in good
physical health. On the whole the interview went well; however
some points were confused. Perhaps you can add some clarity.

Did Mr. Sogioka work for the Community Analysis Section as well
as for the Bureau of Sociological Research? If so, what did
his work entail, and did it differ from his Bureau work?

What was the relationship between the Community Analysis Section
and the Bureau of Sociological Research?

Mr. Sogioka mentioned that his group traveled to Window Rock and
Tuba City. What was the purpose of this outing? Were interactions
between the resident American Indians and Japanese Americans
usual?

We realize that was a long time ago, but any details you remember
will help us a great deal. We thank you in advance for your help.
Our project, with interviews, editing and what not, is keeping
us very busy. We hope to hear from you soon.

Sincerely,—.

Mindy Rosemai^
Deborah Gesenj
Mindy Ros emaxi
Deborah Gesensway

Note: Our address is now 626 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106



1004 Merchandise Mart
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Dr. Spicer,

I reached Chicago safely last week, Friday around
6:30 p:m and was greeted by Florence at the station. I have
been working with the staff the past week ana I wish to thank
you for your consideration in having me established with Dr.
A. H. Leighton and the staff. I have been working with Scotty
and Mrs. Spicer and v/e go out to lunch together. Tne work will
actually get under way this coming Monday morning when . e are
going to have a staff meeting with the adoiticnal group, Tosh
and Iwao. Tosh and Iwao are staying with me on the south siae.
My residential address is 3543 do. Ellis Street.

I was staying by my self and on the second night I
was a victim of bed bugs and when I looked at myself in the mir
ror ana it looked almost like a case of chicken pox. I related
my experience to the land lady and she fixed my bed so tne fol
lowing night I wasn’t bothered by the bugs, but the bites irri
tated me so much that I couldn’t sleep.

Since Tosh and Iwae has joined me we are going to lead
a true bachelor’s life. Last night we ironed our shirts and han
kerchiefs. We brewed some coffee last night and expect to cook
our meals and take lunch to work because tne cost of food in the
cafes are too much for us.

I contacted Bill Kasuga at Camp savage and he asked
me to send in the application with recommendation letters, and
if I’m not imposing on you will yourkindly write a letter of re
commendation. Your consideration will be {greatly appreciated.
Jyuichi is also asking me for some information on tne admittance
to Camp bavage; so will you write a letter of recommendation for
him as well as writing the one for me.

I shall enclose the contents of bill Kasuga’s letter.
Bill believes the best thing is to visit the camp if I can afford
the expense, and I also have consulted with Dr. AHL, and he, him
self think it’s a good idea to get a personal interview; so I nave
written to Col. Rasmussen.in nope on an interview.

The city life has certainly impressed me very greatly.
The atmosphere may not be so healthy, but the city lights, neon,
and the noise of the street cars, tne busy bodies rushing to work
hav given me a greater spunk to get oul of the rut which was seep
ing slowly but surely into my system. I consider myoelf fortunate
to get out on the outside and walk siae by side with the other
Americans, to be on the same level with the others has impressed
me very much. I must admit my presence in tne midst of tne



white people, but that is to be expected, and I don’t feel any
feeling of inferiority. some of the people working in this build
ing the Merchandise ^art think we are Indians. One day when Mrs.
opicer, ccotty and I wer£ going to lunch bn the elevator one bf the
workers saw us and said "It’s wonder I’m not scared with all the
Indians behing my back.” when we returned to the office we laughed
oecause of the fact of mistaken of identy and what would have been
the sentiments if we replied that we were Japs. Tne e isn’t very
much more news to relate, out I’m hoping to have some worthy news
in my next letter. I remain,

Yours truly,
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THE STEVENS
Wo rld's Largest Hotel
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December 14$ 1944

PERSONAL

Col. George Yamaguchi, T/5
36903093, Co. B, Hq.
Fort Snelling 11, Minnesota

Dear George:

Thanks for your letter of December 1. 1 am much interested
in your mother’s account of her first reactions to Chicago, and I
am sending it to Poston as you suggest for a translation of it. I
don’t know whether Dave French, the Analyst, has a copy but I am
writing him for it. Thanks again for letting me know about the letter.

You missed a sukiyaki dinner of the Poston gang last Saturday.
I understand that it was a swell affair and Alex said, he had three
helpings. Unfortunately I couldn’t attend because Ross had tied me
up with a previous engagement, but I heard all about it and wish I
could have been there.

It seems to be a hard job to keep in touch with the Poston
bunch when they are all concentrated in another agency.

I wish we could have seen more of you while you were here.
Best of luck to you in your new assignment.

Como siempre,

Med Spicer







April 18, 1945

ergeant George Yamaguchi, 36903093
Co. B, Hut 903, Sch. 3n.
Ft. Snelling, Minnesota 

uear George:

Thank you for your letter. I hope this catches you
before you leave.

I h- ve not received, the article that your mother
wrote for the Poston Fujinkal. I would be very pleased
to have a copy and. would appreciate it if your mother
would forward it.

Jlease give my best wishes to Tami Tsuchiyama if
she i- .still at Fort hnelling. I can hardly imagine Tami

\ anywhere without .  a 1 tudy of seme kind and am
not surprised to hear that she was up to her old tricks.

I have not seen any of Alex’s group except. Florence
who came back to Washington recently and L'yrtle asaki. I
haven’t seen Tom’s and hyrtle’s new girl hab., but hear
that Tom remarks if you don’t succeed at first, try, try
again. Evidently he wanted a boy. F.oS and I are still
expecting any minute, the original date of the new arrival
having been set for April 20, although the doctor a week
ago sale get ready any minute.

I am glad to hoar that your family is well and
working hard in Chicago. o they have any plans for re~
turning to the west coast any time in the near future?

c are going through one of our busiest pe'ioda
in community analysis and it seems to me that the analysts
are really just getting warmed up to their jobs. The
amount of the material they have been turning in during
the last 3 months is stupendous.

'.;ith best wishes and all kinds of uoo(. luck.

Aa ever,
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Kyoto, Japan
14 Oct. 1945

Dear Ed and Roz,

Surrounded by overcasted skies, leaning willows, sheded

cherrv trees, temples and shrines I find Kyoto a very pleasant

city, and the -reople are so cooperative that I can't imagine

there was a war between this country and ours. It's getting

colder by the day, and the nights are not so Inviting despite

ad the attractions at the nearby cabarets.

I was fortunate to be one of the members who flew in one

the Sen.'s personal plan-es. We took off from Clark field and

landed in Okinawa five hours hence. It was scheduled to remain

overnight on the Island and commence our flight to Kyoto, but

due to bad weather approaching Honshu the crew was grounded for

three days w>ich prove to be of great benefit for me. During

my stay in "kinawa I visited various parts of the island, and

to complete the picture I visited Naha, once the capital of

Okinawa. Transportation svstem is not upt o par so hitch

hiking was the only means. Fortunately I received many rides

which relieved my tired dogs. I ca■e asross many natives that

haven ot seen Niseis before and it w-s very interesting to talk

to them. It was very hard to convince the oeople that Japan has

lost the war,and that t" e U.S. forces has landed in Tokyo.

I care across a school teacher who was at the time being

working in the Supply room(G.I. resting camp), and when we be

gan talking to him he admitted that "Niseis fighting against the

Japan-se, why it Just can't be true, your own blood." But later

after considering the position of the Niseis, being American

citizens it was only proper that the Niseis fight for the U.S.

For awhile the teacher was so upset, feeling yourself being
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casted away and being a Japanese be couldn’t possibly return to

the main island of Japan. However by the time we came to the
convoke£

conclusion of our brief talk we were able to^the teacher that it

was up to people like himself that has to lead the new Japan. I

guess he must have been flattered because he s'-yly replied that

he was grateful that he was under the protection of the united.

forces, and that he’ll try to be of sone assistance in the res

toration of his peoples.

I was curious to know the reaction of the natives when the
seem

G.I.’s landed on Okinawa, and t: is may strange to you, but one

of the chief sentiments was, "it was a good thing that the G.I.’s

landed and not the Japanese. If it was just the opposite I be

lieve that none of the Okinawa jins would be alive todav. When

the Japanese occupy any territory the treatment of the conqueored

would be so unbearable that life just couldn't exist. I was glad

to hear such statements because it proved that the G.I.’s were
n

not canabals as it was so pictured bv the Japanese propagandist.

From Okinawa the plane took us across Kyushu and Shikoku.

The party landed in Kagoshima just for refueling, and continued

to Itami air field about 35 miles south of Kyoto. The first im

pression of the native Japanese in our area was "he looks like

Nihon jin but maybe he might be a Korean or a half breed." Not

knowing that I understand the language I was greatly amused by

their comments as to what kind of guy I might be. I met many who

thought that I might have been the result of "the bull out of the

barn and into the neighbors pasture". Some belie/e that I might

have been Indoneisan. One of the reason for the people to elieve

that I might have been Chinese or Korean was because the Aterbrin

for Malaria control was showing on my face. I also experienced

occasions where Koreans in the city come up to me for some favors.
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The living conditions in the city and the sub-urban districts

are very good. I was surprised to note the sanitary conditions of

the residents. Kyoto hasn't been touched by the war so the traf

fic is runninga ccording to schedule. With the unlimited coopera-

tion from the Municipal gov't the administrative side is working

out smoother than expected. However black market is setting in

fast and all meaures by the Army to stop inflations is undergoing

at the present. Evidently the residents have lots of money, but

as In all occupied countries the material such as subsistence is

in heavy demand, and the only placethe people can purchase things

Is by the G.I.s so our weekly rations has been cut to halfi, a

measure by the Army to cut down inflations--in short black market

is beyond control. The rich families have most of the necessary

commodities but the unfortunate ones are finding some difficulties.

I find my work getting more interesting by the day because

I'm now connecting to the Counter Intelligence investigating cases

mostly with the Influential personalities who had liberal ideas
a

prior to the war and have been political refugee confined at the

local jail until the occupational forces released him from his

sentence. Naturally I feel that such personalities will be so

useful to the reconstruction of the administration that pre-cau

tion must oe placed in handling such peoples.

I regret deeply that I can't find the rightm an to work with
A

because most of the officers that I’ve come across have no idea

of the Japanese race and it makes my work that much more harder*

Many of times I wonder why you couldn’t be sent off to Japan to

take over some of the administrative roles. I’ll admit that the

officers treats me like a kitten, but yet that doesn’t accomplish

my motives from a sociological point of view. I’vem ade a few
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contacts with the common people and have been invited to thteir

homes. I'll soon be in a position to relay some of my impres

sions and feelings of a Japanese home. I could write an unlimit

ed source on the social life of Kvoto, but I feel some of the

articles will disgust you; so allow me to omit them. On the

other band I'vem/ade many acquaintances that proven beyond all

doubts that sone of the girls in the city are of the ’-lightest

social classes. It's very encouraging for me to strike up an

acquaintance because they are more than eager to learn English .

I wad greatly disappointed to find that the city did not

have any eating establishments. Being transferred to Kyoto I

expected to find many suklyaki houses, but it was just the con

trary. However the business people are requesting the Army to

release some of the stocks; so eating establishments could be

opened up. Naturally this means that the civilians would also

have a share of the goods, and there is also the fear of the

black market coming into play; so as yet the Army is still re

luctant in releasing someo f the stock from the various ware-
b

houses. However sake and beer are rationed to the G.I.s and

the residents are en$vlous as hell when they see the G.Is buy

ing so much sake. The rice is rationed so much that the people

eat twice a day and the rice has to be mixed with wheat and

dried corn to supplement enough for the family.

I've yet to see the Geisha houses, at least so I can be

able to relate to my friends that what my impression of the

real Geisha is. In my next letter I hope that I can supply

some comment on this subject.

I'm in hopes to be back in the States soon, but that word

may mean 6 or 8 months for me



Kyoto, Japan
October 14, 1945

Surrounded by overcast skies, leaning willow's, shedded cherry trees,
temples and shrines, I find Kyoto a very pleasant city, and the people are
so cooperative that I can’t imagine there was a war between this country
and ours. It’s getting colder by the day, and the nights are not so in
viting despite all the attractions at the nearby cabarets.

I was fortunate to be one of the members who flew in one of the
General’s personal planes. ,7e took off from Clark Field and landed in
Okinawa five hours hence. It was scheduled to remain overnight on the
Island and commence cur flight to Kyoto, but due to bad weather approach
ing Honshu the ere;; was grounded for three days which proved to be of
great benefit for me. During my stay in Okinawa I visited various parts
of the Island, and to complete the picture I visited Naha, once the capital
of Okinawa. Transportation system is not up to par so hitch-hiking was the
only means. Fortunately I received many rides which relieved my tired dogs.
I came across many natives that have not seen Nisei before and it was very
interesting to talk to them. It was very hard to convince the people that
Japan has lost the war, and that the U.S. Forces has landed in Tokyo.

I came across a school teacher who was at the time working in the
Supply room (G.I. resting camp), and when we began talking to him he ad
mitted that ’’Nisei fighting against the Japanese, why it just can’t be
true, your own blood.” But later after considering the position of the
Nisei, being American citizens it was only proper that the Nisei fight for
the United States. For awhile the teacher was so upset, feeling yourself
being cast away and being a Japanese he couldn’t possibly return to the
main island of Japan. However, by the time we came to the conclusion of
our brief talk we were able to convince the teacher that it v;as up to
people like himself that has to lead the new Japan. I guess he must have
been flattered because he shyly replied that he was grateful that he was
under the protection of the United Forces, and that he’ll try to be of some
assistance in the restoration of his peoples.

I was curious to know the reaction of the natives when the G.I.’s
landed on Okinawa, and this may seem strange to you, but one of the chief
sentiments was, ”it was a good thing that the G.I.’s landed and not the
Japanese. If it was just the opposite I believe that none of the Okinawa-
jins wuld be alive today, ‘.hen the Japanese occupy any territory the
treatment of the conquered would be so unbearable that life just couldn’t
exist.” I was glad to hear such statements because it proved that the G.I.’s
were not cannibals as it was so pictured by the Japanese propagandists.

From Okinawa the plane took us across Kyushu and Shikoku. The
party landed in Kagoshima just for refueling, and continued to Itami Air
Field about 35 miles south of Kyoto. The first impression of the native
Japanese in our area was ”he looks like Hihonjin but maybe he might be a
Korean or a half-breed.” Hot knowing that I understand the language I was



greatly amused by their comments as to what kind of guy I might be. I
met many who thought that I might have been the result of ’’the bull out
of the barn and into the neighbor’s pasture.” Sone believe that I might
have been Indonesian. One of the reasons for the people to believe that
I might have been Chinese or Korean was because the Aterbrin for malaria
control was showing on my face. I also experienced occasions where
Koreans in the city came up to me for some favors.

The living conditions in the city and the suburban districts are
very good. I was surprised to note the sanitary conditions of the resi
dents. Kyoto hasn’t been touched by the war so the traffic is running
according to schedule. With the unlimited cooperation from the Municipal
Government the administrative side is working out smoother than ex
pected. However, black market is setting in fast and all measure by the
Army to stop inflations is undergoing at the present. Evidently the resi
dents have lots of money, but as in all occupied countries the material
such as subsistence is in heavy demand, and the only place the people can
purchase things is by the G.I.’s so our weekly rations has been cut to
half, a measure by the Army to cut down inflations — in short, black
market is beyond control. The rich families have most of the necessary
commodities but the unfortunate ones are finding some difficulties.

I find my work getting more interesting by the day because I am
now connected with Counter Intelligence investigating cases mostly with
the influential personalities who had liberal ideas prior to the war and
have been political refugees confined at the local jail until the Occu
pational Forces released them from their sentences. Naturally I feel
that such personalities will be so useful to the reconstruction of the
administration that precaution must be placed in handling such people.

I regret deeply that I can’t find the right man to work with be
cause most of the officers that I’ve come across have no idea of the Japa
nese race and it makes my work that much harder, i.'any times I wonder why
you couldn’t be sent off to Japan to take over some of the administrative
roles. I’ll admit that the officers treat me like a kitten, but yet that
doesn’t accomplish my motives from a sociological point of view. I’ve
made a few contacts with the common people and have been invited to their
homes. I’ll soon be in a position to relay some of my impressions and
feelings of a Japanese home. I could write an unlimited source on the
social life of Kyoto, but I feel some of the articles will disgust you, so
allow me to omit them. On the other hand I’ve made many acquaintances
that have proved beyond all doubts that some of the girls in the city are
of the highest social classes. It’s very encouraging for me to strike up
an acquaintance because they are more than eager to learn English.

I was greatly disappointed to find that the city did nob have any.
eating establishments. Being transferred to Kyoto I expected to find many
sukiyaki houses, but it was just the contrary. However the business people
are requesting the Army to release some of the stocks, so eating establish
ments could be opened up. Naturally this means that the civilians would
also have a share of tte goods, and there is also the fear of the black
market coming into play so as yet the Army is still, reluctant in releasing
some of the stock from the various warehouses. However, sake and beer are 



rationed to the G.I.’s and'the residents are envious as hell when they
see the G.I.’s buying so much sake. The rice is rationed so much that
the people eat twice a day and the rice has to be mixed with wheat and
dried corn to supplement enough for the family.



Kyoto, Japan
23 Oct 1945

Dear Ed and Roz,

The one thing that I was looking forward to so much final

ly came true, a visit to the rural life of Japan, seeking the

sentiments of the laboring class about the defeat of Japan and

her next step in the restoration of the Empire. It was by mere

luck that I was able to take a trip to the country. One morn

ing at the fx office the Lt. in charge asked me whether I would

like to take a trip to Korea promising me that the trip would

only take a few days. I jumped at the o'fer, in fact, I volun

teered my service, the fellow workers laughed at my hasty con

clusion, but I thought a free trip anywhere will be to m£ bene

fit, and it really did because the trip was to Kure, add not

Korea. To xksx make my trip more interesting I went with a

jeep, and in that way I was able to make many stope, talking

to the natives, and really taking in the sights of the bombard

ment and also the rural life of Japan.

The primary purpose of the trip was acting as an inteppreter

for a Signal Corp unit who later established communication be

tween Kyoto and Kure. The station was established in Okayama

ken which is just about as rural as you can find it. The pro

posed trip to Kure was called off because the road was so bad

vehicles, not even a jeep could pass.

The Col. promised me that I would be back in Kyoto within

two days, but the trip prolonged three more days, and it was

thit time I was able to experience the life of a Japanese farmer.

I was invited into a farmer's home for dinner, and spent a few 

hours taking all I can as to my impression of a farmer's home
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The radio installation was rigged up at the highest moun

tain in Okayama city, but before the unit could get to the top

of the hill the road had to be cleared; so acting as the inter

preter I inquired through channels requesting some laborers on

the following morning to clear the path. T is may be of some

interest to you because some of the method of making a decision

amongst the community, a mura in the Japanese terminology, is

so democratic that we as American could take some for our re

medies back home. I asked the chairman of the block to gather
1

some men, and the following morning I found the people wAting

for my orders as to what has to be done. The people decided the

night before that the clearing of the road is essential so I

did not have any trouble getting the signal corp unit up to the

top of the mountain. Later I found out through the Chairman

of the block that the people from the Mura make it a point to

clear the road at least three times a year ®s one of their Mura

project. 1 found out that in order to have something done it

was better to request their assistance, not ordering them be

cause we were the victors. However I also learned that there

was a misunderstanding when the Mayor of the Mura wasn ot inform

ed about the volunteer workers. The mayor felt that the people

should not go to work in the morning because he wasn't inforaed

personally aoout the request of the labores. However the presl-

ent of the block convinced the people that it was no time to

bother about formality of asking the mayor and having him issue

an order for men to work on the road. The people agreeed with

the president and came to the hill to help out on the road con

struction. The men that came to the hill differed in age most

of the- were in their late 30's, ad they were very eager to work.
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While the men were working on the road I took a jaunt to

the bottom of the hill, one of the many farmer's house, if I

coudd have some of the C ration warmed up for dinner, ana to

my surprise the family came out with their best type of food.

The only reason I went down to the house was to experience the

interior of a rural home. When I walked into the house through

the sliding door I had to bend over so as not to hit my head.

I took off my shoe according to the Japanese custom, ad I was

led into the main part of the room, sc re thing similar to that

of out parlor. The ole lady told me to relax, stretch my legs

but being polite as I was I sat in the Japanese fashion bearing

the torture for a few hours. The food which was served happeded

to be the left over of the Mura Festival which was on session

for the past two days. I asked the Iddy whether I could watch

her heat the C ration and she was embarrased because of the poor

faci/lities, but I explained to her that was my primary purpose

in coming to her house--in short I wanted to experience the

rual life of Japan, and she was very pleasedand we spoke very

freely. I hdd some candles and crackers so I gave them to the

youngster who experienced for the first time what a candy taste

like and what crahker and jam is. They were very happy and I

was also happy that they enjoyed the candy and the crackers.

I mentioned the Mura Festival, and my good informant re

layed the following message: The Festival has no special mean

ing. The people of the Mura got together, assembled the food

and the spend the day either visiting or fishing kyxxkE near

the mura. Some place have special parade, but this particular

village was very simple. I inquired a little deeper and asked

them the reason, and one of them replied "There is a slack and 
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needs some rest befoee the rice harvesting begins; so a project

such as this is sponsored by the Mura.

The block is something similar to that of the block in

Poston, the size, and the project proposed by the people. The

only thing that differs is the living quarters, and perhaps

the type of occupation. In other vrords the Mura is self operat

ing and meetings ace held regularly to decide on issues.

I’m sure that you would have been greatly interested if

you were here, and the description that I've written hasn't

even scratched the surface as bo what went on the five days

in Okayama ken--the country life of Japan.

I’ve inquired in my previous letter what your suggestion

would be in my quest for further sociological studies of the

disorganized communities of Japan at the present, and I'll

appreciate it very much if y^you will guide me in this hour

of mystery. I've got the complimentary copy of the "Govern

ing of Men", and am studying some of the points that occured

in Poston, but things are little different fom time to iiaxxxx

time. I realize you're busy, but "how about a lift Mac?"

I hope to lave more news from Kvoto in the days to come

so in the meantime I would like to have you keep me posted

"What's what in D.C."

Tu Amigo,



Kyoto, J;. oji
2 Dec. 1945

Dear Ed. and. Roz,

Kyoto is getting damn cola out not enough for snow.

The weather is something like the winters in the south, the

mercury doesn't have to ~;o down very much before you feel

the extreme cold, little dlfierent from that of the ’.'inters

in Minnesota. I suppose Washington is havinr its share of

cold wea.ther by now.

The other day I had a pleasant surprise from Tokyo, AHL

wrote to me aoout the gangs doing in’ Nippon. Tosh, Scotty

Tom went out on an assignment to Akita-ken and Bob Hashi
ms remained in Tokyo for ano trier assignment. Evidently Doc

is remaining in the office until the coys return from the

field. I understand the gang will be returning to the States

around January, and as for yours truly he'll be here for an

other 4(four) months before he even thinks of going home. I'm

counting on the Dill, ".all men with 2 yrs. service as of Mar.

'46 will be eligible for aiscnarge" to oe effective otherwise

if the points system x-emains as a oasis of discharge I'll have

to stay in Japan for approximately one wnole year.

It seems Doc. inquired whether I coula be transferred to

his outfit, but the Army rilled him out. The only way that I

can go out of Kyoto is on TDY.( temp/orary duty) There isn't

anything like a furlough in Japan proper; so fellows who T-ish

to visit their relatives have to oe released from the 6th

Army of TDY, 7 days plus traveling time. I applied for TDY

to Hiroshima, but as yet I haven't x^eceivea any answer; so

I nave :.iy lingers cornered in hopes that the commanding, gen

eral will De in a very generous mooa wuen we comes aci’oss my



What about black market in Kyoto? This is a very interest

ing question because it’s a little ail i event irorr the type of

black market I’ve neura oi oack in the Sxates. Tne market is

out in the over, and tnere is no ufort or the -oollce force to

stop/ the purchase . I noticed that most of the merchants Mere

either Kore ne >r Chinese nd very lew J ipanese. The food is

the most essential goods for sale ana trie price of each inaivi

dua?. item/ is terrific, ana the way the people buy the things

certainly amazes me. Ho’-evei if you bought the ingredients r.t

black .i.t.rket price and ■.•ent „oae to prepare the food-it’s chenp

er to buv tne -nrepared food instead of the in Lent 5, I have

not bought any goods at the black market but hao'e loitered a-

roung the market Just for the hell of it. Some of the Korean

mere .p.i.ts believe trot. I'm a Kort an-American; ■ o they try to

■ Lve ne a bai’<rain. I come across lots of these que ef expe r—

fences; so It1-* fun in one hand and an enfoarrasment on the othe

The other day I went out to an Arsenal and cane across
as

" an tnet ”'■■ w raking in the same society Doc., out at

that tire I didn't .nno’.; tna.t AHL was in tne Strategic Bombing

Survey so I co ’Idn't- 1 orw&rd anytning to tne "latron".

day gqes by I’ll na,re .ore tnings to relatg in forms

of letter; so in the meant..me I wish to hear alittle about

WasIna ton ana rernoxs a. few lines 01 Poston.

One 01 your student



application. I've written to tnem several times but I failed.

to receive any answer. I nave some relatives in Tokyo, and

Ken is in Tokyo; so he may be aole to visit tne relatives there .

In the minds of the Japanese populace ine?e isn't anything

worse than the police force ana tne kenneltai. However I no

ticed that the people's attitude toward these two lorces has

chanped a little since the occupation of the 6th Army. This

observation is not strictly that of my own, out some sentiment s

gathered by tne civilians who m I nave been associating with

in the past few months. The people that I associate with are

from the Ci ^nema circle and the few freedom they naa during

the wartime concerning their business and profession didn't

amount to very much because the police force and the kenpeatal

wanted to abolish anything concerning that of the western cul

ture; so tne Glnnema circle were the pe >ple that re lly ha<

to have most of their privileges taken away from them. Nuw

that with the occupational forces in JIapan and the freedom of

the -cress. tyre of entertainments returned to the peonle in tne

Stage and plays has mad e tnat type of people appreciate the

occupational forces more than the common people in the streets.

Golnp- about the town and villages I noticed that the police

man or tne traffic officer are not so harsh as the first few

days since coming to Kyoto. Whether tne police man was trying

to impress the occupational forces now disciplined tne people

are in regards to the police nan, I uo not know, but frankly

it di/dn't leave sucn a favorable impression on e. Occaseional-

ly you'll fine a "flat foot" shouting at the tor of his voice

giving orders to the pedrestrain, out not as bad as before; so

I conclude that the po.‘lce force are ge ttin a little moi*e len

ient, and the people are having a little more say so.



Kyoto, Japan
8 Dec. 194o

Deer 3d and Roz,

1 don't; know what tne sentiments about "Pearl

Haroor Day" in tne Capitol city, Washington D.C. was

but Kyoto observed that day In a very peaceful manner.

It was just anotner day for tne people in tne city, at

least tne outward appearance seemed to be, anti wnat ex

actly existed in tne hearts oi the people I didn't ob

serve enougn to make any statement. But from wnat I

observed the great majority or the people forgot about

tne day, and on tne other hand I witness a group or girl

returning from tne Shrines wnere tne relatives, ex Q-I's

were ensnrined. Tne particular group or girl s tnat I

saw carried a family banner wibn tne name enscribed and

attached to tne stair was a narrow black silk streamer

Indicating a death in tne family. Some of tne nomes dis

played the national color witn a black streamer, and I

guess it's only natural but tnere was a larger groupo f

people visiting tne snrines and tne temples. On this

particular day I was being entertained by an ex-d.I and

officer oi tne same radio communication outilt that was

hit by tne Atomic bomb. Botn were inflicted with minor

injuries, and were tne fortunate ones to come home so

soon. I was trying to feel out tnelr sentiment on tne par

ticular day-Penrl Haroor Day, but to my surprise they for

go u all about ~ne day ano were busy relating tnelr experien

ces in Hiroshima, and now enectlve tne Atomic bomb was in

brinkin down sucn destruction in such snort oi time.



Daring me course 01 tne conversation tne subject

drifted from tne battle of Raubaul to the present Jan

soldiers in Cnina. I’ve learned mat mere are many

Jan. soldiers fignting against each otner because when

they were captured some were taken into tne communist

forcesa nd some were tajcen into me N atlonal force, ana

that it was foolish/^ to oe killed by Japanese arms and

bullet. I realize now tne soldiers feel, but mis is

one^nin,g tnat you can't go out or your way and see tne

Chaplain for a "T-S" slip.

I noticed tnis comment eacn time I visit a nome, ana

wnetner tnis is tne true sentiment benlnd tne masked fgce

is still a deen mystery to me. '/nenever I go over for an

evening tne nest ana nis friends are always tellingm e

how inferior tne goods and arms or me Japanese Army is and

that it was a mistake for tne Japanese Empire to bring about

tnis war with me U.S. I nave tne reeling tnat tnis senti

ment is sincere because tnis subject is never brought ouu

whenever I bring along anomer Nisei G-.I. Usually our brief

chat concludes in tnis fashion,"with tne American mfiterie^l

we can't lose, and soon mere is going to be war between tne

Soviet Union and tne Japanese witn oe tne first onel n tne
V

battle on tne side oi tne U.S." Now now true tnis is;one

especially a fellow in ray category can't draw any conclusion.

What ;:o you think? Just by tne brier summary oi wnat happened

at one of tne Japanese nome? I'm really running across many

different type oi personality ana incidents, one oi tnese nites

you ana I are going to soena one "’hole e vening snooting tne 

"BUL L" of Kyoto



Kyoto, Honshu
3 Jan 1947

Dear Spicers,

It certainly was nice to hear from you, and from the card I gather

that you are spending your winter vacation in the Southland. Perhaps

you are making another one of your studies for the Univ of Ariz, but

Y/hatever the case maybe I’m sure you’re having a nice time. It’s

cold in Kyoto, something like the cold you find in the South, very

miserable; the damp coldness really gets deep down into one’s bones.

Kyoto has not been disturbed, just a shock, from the recent earth

quake, however the neighboring Prefectures such as Osaka, ’Takayama and
o

Hygo has shown what nature can do when she gets a little mad.

i.iy duties as a civilian in Kyoto will be up around the latter part

of July, and my hopes are to complete my schooling in Chicago. I wish

to complete the course in Social Anthro, and with the family near the

campus, Univ, of Chi. I hope to be back in the STATES by the Fall se

mester. I wonder whether it’ll be difficult for me to gain my applica

tion? I may have to ask for your help, if you don’t mind.

During my few months in Kyoto and othersmall villages near this area

I’m beginning to see the actual life of the Japanese people, coming back

to their semi-normal living. For some the life is hard, so bad that

they rather give up their lives instead of taking all the tragedies °nd

sufferings, while on the other hand I have seen people who are more than

eager to get back tc their own feet and start life anew. The shrewdness

of the Japanese people can be observed in the bigger metropolitan cities

such as Osaka, Kobe and Yokohama. The farmers, presently, are not taking



BACK SEAT from any of the groups in the urban communities. The
main thing in the minds of the people is r’how an I going to get
the next bowl of rice for me and the ^airily.” This is one of the
reasons why the farmers are much better off than the people in
the cities. The price of the commodities in the stores are ex
traordinary, but at the same time the price of food has crone up;
so at the present the farmers are getting fat off the ground. I
have seen articles go up from 1 yen to IP to 22 yen during mv shrot
stay in Kyoto. The populace fear there ray be a depression within
a year of today, because there is a sudden increase of interdt in
the pepple to invest in jewelry. Whether this opinion has ary
grounds to make such a statement, I, personally, do not know because
I haven’t actually observe enough of the said interest, iu^t that T
am quoting some of the opinions op myfriends who ar- in the line of
jewlery, especially in the Import and BKportin'7 business.

I’m visiting the relatives in Hiroshima por the remainder of tve
New Year holidays, and'on my return should have 'rove to w^ite avout
the rural comm/unities. In the meantime I wish ’rou could ir^rm ire
more about your trip to Tucson.

Adios for now.







April 8, 1944.

Dear Tosh, Iwao, and Jcotty,

I have gone over your article and have also passed it on to
John Baker and John Provinse. Both the latter have made comments
(not many) on the manuscript. The most important suggestion in re
gard to matters of fact is ran page 11 in connection with food allow
ance. All three of us fed that as stated, your comment is liable
to misinterpretation, namely, that most people would conclude that
ABA actually cut down the food allowance from 45c to 31$. ...
John Baker’s noto concerning the original executive order which "pro
vided for relocation” you will have to make your own judgment on. ...
John Baker, who has looked at your article from the point of view of
its affect on WRA’s public relations, sees no objection to its publi
cation. He made no over-all comment concerning it. John Provinse
characterized the article as ’’worth-while". ... John Baker and I
both feel that it would be a good idea to distinguish your "sugges
tions" in terms of those already adopted by ARA and those not adopted.
It seems to ms that that would help to give trio "more complete picture"
that you aim at in that section.

In regard to your suggestions, I have a number of comments,
partly by way of suggesting an historical perspective on the solution
of the resettlement problem, and partly to suggest the lag between
recognition of problems and administrative organisation to ineet them.

1. Program of Education. The first part of such a program
developed by .CIA was the matter of public relations on the outside.
This was never conceived as a positive program in tcrins of influenc
ing the press as a whole in the United States, but rather as a matter
of influencing the local community into which evacuees ware going. It
was directed toward obtaining "community acceptance" by talks with
employers and others. It has now developed into a rather elaborate
program of citizens’ committees for "integration" of resettiers in
specific communities. ... Education through pamphlets, motion pictures,
forums, otc. in the centers was developed next and has reached its most
extreme manifestation in the "relocation teams" which visit the centers.
Thio education in the center has never utilised evacuees in any system-

COPY 
OEM-31
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of evacuees. ... Vocational training has been developed simultaneously
with the educational techniques just mentioned and has suffered from
unavailability of essential equipment from the beginning ... The need
for correct information to Japanese newspapers has only recently been
realised, despite knowledge in WRA of the importance of Rocky Shinpo,
Utah Nippo, etc., in evacuee thinking in the centers. ... The educa
tion of appointed personnel has never been undertaken seriously at any
center so far as I 'mow, although it is constantly talked about both in
the centers and in Washington.

2. Communication. Interpreting has been from the first and con
tinues to be a hit or miss matter. Tho need is recognized at every
center, but has never been taken hold of effectively. ... Utilization
of evacuee leadership for relocation has bsen worked on very diligently
since about last Cotobei* when the Relocation Division was set up.
Council committees and non-council commissions have been organized and
have worked with varying results at different centers. "Evacuee parti
cipation” has been a fundamental principle in this respect, efforts
have also been consciously made by the center relocation officers to go
back of the formal groups and "discover the real. Issei leadership” and
to organize block meetings at various centers. ..hat has happened, how
ever, seems to have been that such methods tend to crystallize public
opinion against relocation. The 75% of inert (in WRA's view) Issei
don’t like this and react negatively. Development of evacuee leader
ship far relocation would seem to folio?/ the growth of a more general
conviction that relocation is a good tiling. I think the relocation
officers are tending to believe now that the stimulation of relocation
roust be worked out on an individual basis, that the group approach tends
to have an adverse effect.

3. Self-confidence. As you may know, there ware for some tirse two
opposing views in ARA on this matter. One approach headed by Tom Holland
was based on the idea that insecurity in the center would cause people
to go out. Tho other was substantially your view and was maintained by
various persons in the Authority. The insecurity view dominated during
last spring, I think, and probably gave rise to the employment policy
of last summer, but there is now a reaction against it, partly as a
result of Minidoka's extreme application of it. It remains yet to be

fr

A "bad" center causes unrest, anti-
2ut„I

to

seen who is really right in regard to the effect of center conditions on
relocation. I have the feeling that it boils down to this: the Issei
core of the population will not move out either from a "good” or a "bad11
Centex* under present conditions
administration attitudes, etc. and therefore should be avoided
Itevo |7]y| pj^otpe^
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4« Resettled co:aaQnitieg. You. aro no doubt aware of the swing
since last summer to the cncoui’agement of social life ament resettlors
and to the extensive developisant of ’’integration” committees. ...
Family resettlement is of course now being developed also.

5. Post-war problems. Have you no mono concrete suggestions
concerning the "far-sighted program” to'facilitate assimilation”? h'8A
is nos working constantly on aspects of the problem which reach far
into the future—cooporating with Department of Justice in heading off
the rabid citizenship denial bills in Congress, cooperating with local
California organizations (such as San Francisco Chamber of Commerce) In
planning for reintegration of Nisei and Issei in California, attempting
to head off with sound information anti—Japanese campaigns, etc. Is
there wisdom in assuming that California will hold a considerable number
of evacueos ultimately and should much effort be devoted to that region,
along with JIA’s concentration on the midwest area?

I like your article very much and think it is an excellent job of
analysis. I am especially interested in your analysis in terms of con
flicting sentiment patterns. I do not think it is complete, however,
since you have left out one of the fundamental sentiment pattern con
flicts—that in regard to attitudes toward -Japan. I can imagine why
you have left that out, however, since it is so hard to deal without
misunderstanding under war conditions. It ixaraains one of the funda
mental blocks to understanding between Issei and JRA-Nisai. Aspects of
the sentiments you mention are inextricably linked with tho sentiment
concerning relations to Japan.

As ever,

HRONOLOGDCA
COPY
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NATIONAL OPINION KE SEARCH CENTER

HARRY H. FIELD
Director

University of Denver

Denver, Colorado

March 17, 1943

Dear Dr. Spicer:

I am enclosing a cony of a letter
I have just written Alex and should
be glad to have your opinion on
the question it raises.

Looking forward to our next meeting,

Dr. E.H. Spicer,
Social Science Analyst,
Bureau of Sociological Research
Poston, Arizona

HHF:ewb 

enc



Minidoka Relocation Center
”unt, Idaho
March 26, 1943

Dei r Cosh and Iwao,

Thank you for your letter to the staff at
Poston, which came before I left. ’7e were glad to hear that
things were going so well with you. I hope they still are.
I left Poston on March 11. Up to that time the Bureau and the
project in general seemed to be holding their own. About- the
Time I lift, the hirea.u had just token on a job of helping
the LRB make up some charts and graphs dealing with the crit
ical manpower situation. Tom and Scotty were busy on this and
I suppose they have written you about it. It seemed to me an
opporxunity to establish cooperative relations with the com
munity.

I have be n in Minidoka nearly two weeks and find it a
somewhat different sort of community from Poston. Superficially
it is more peaceful, less torn by cultural and political con
flict. everyone seems very proud of Minidoka’s rather unique
record for harmony among the centers. But as you might gu ss,
there is under the surfee The same sort of strife that exists
in Poston. It has been cont rolled by various means which I hope
to be able to tell you about when I get back to Poston........
The surrounding country is sagebrush plain and rolling hills
with high, snow-covered mount' ins in the distance. Tveryone sajs
it is terrifically dusty here most of the time, but we have ted
only m i since I have been here..... I have be-n commissioned
by Ml A to help a young anthropologist, John de Young, set up
wh:.t they c 11 a unit of Community An-lysis, very like our
Bureau. I h-ve also been asked to study the problems of self-
government here. As you rm y know, Minidoka has made no effort
whsteverto set up a council or any sort of self-government.
wRA in U’ashingi.on is distrubed about This and anxious to know
whether that has resulted in repression and dissatisfaction heie .
I must ultimately write a report on the situation.

There is here a man named brio ’Vakamatsu, graduate—of the
Univ, oi Uashir.gion, who is in charge of a department of static
ics.xs He has heard about the excellent statistics department
at the Univ, of Denver and is anxious to learn more about it an
something about living conditions in Denver. I promised him I
would write you, since you are right there on the spot and mig1
be ble to give him some information. Could you find out when
the spring semester opens, whether there are any scholarships
statistics? Have you heard of any job$ open xfor • man. with st
istical experience around the univehsitx ^enve:f 9
fice, or anywhere else in Denver? That are the'living condit-
in Denver? I would appreciate it if you could write me somet
on th se matters as soon as possible.

Mith be st wishes to you both,



”in id ok.'1 reloc-tion ten
"uni, Idaho
April 1, 11-11

Ir. arry ’I. field
' .-.tional Opinion • ese? rch 7:-U;.r
Jniversity of river
Denver-, Color.-< o

De r .’r. field:

O'.j'r- "j_' -**'23? 97 PC .7 2..' i*:_. ■ *• i '. p.--

i’osh nd Twao h-s Just re-shed jnc h.-.r; -1 ‘'.niduka
v.nere I it busy setting up a rese-rc’.; u it for* th;

RA. 1 bop ) my reply will reach yoi in t line to be
of* some use in your decision.

7 Think j should choose r’osl. .o ba in c;. r 'e
of the surveys Poston. As you in 'ic-t-- is
an import ni bo sider-.t ion, • nd "c ?h is no or ly
older in ye r«, but -.Iso mor. exper• :nc..-u in t\~
research cork un in the community at .jston. i
think th t his leadership v.ould be acc - pt.- :'L to
I\v<-o on ih'T, basis. Rer-rdinr their -.bilitles *. o
do the work, I feel f-'-t -.her i.: not much dif-

~ h've felt th-t '.h;-o cillprot;bly cl- v-
elop more brilliantly ultit-t ^ly, but h - inclln s
al present to be less steady and systei utic ii
his work. Tosh’s stes jness is . in favor
of his bei ig responsible for the v.ork.

.glad that everythin, has been '.oin;
well .- nd look ■orword to seeing and lt.c :•
v. jen I get b.-ck to Poston in .? coupl oi \ c..-ks.

''.’ith be c -.;ishes,

3inc--rely,



Dear Dr. Spicer:

Office of Indian Affairs
if/rc ha ndi s e Mart Bl do;.
/Chicago, Ill

/ September 17, 1943

How are you and your new job corning along? I am sure
with a man of your experience and calibre at the head of the
Community Analysis Division the WRA will begin to find the
going smoother. Of course, we are all pullin- for you.

Yes, Iwao and I finally pulled out of Poston last
Tuesday morning (9/14/43) at four o'clock and at present
(beginning this morning) we are back with the other staff
members--Leighton, Scotty, Flo, George, and your tetter
half--here in the Chicago Indian Office. It certainly was
good rejoin the old staff members and reminisce over familiar
and new experiences. Our trip over on the train was most
tiresome and monotonous. Iwa was sick "he firs" night and
I had to stand up and try to sleep the same time the first
14 hours of the trip. mhe train was overflowing with sol
diers. Some of us tried to sleep in the Dinah the first
nite, but got kicked out after about an hour of good sleep.
Talkin' about meals we lived on catch-as-can sandwiches and
coffee right along. This noon, Dr. Leighton played host to
us and we had our first decent meal. Our train pulled in
■Chicago about 8:30 last nite, and Scotty, Geo, and I'lo were
here to meet us. Iwa and I are staying with George at an

apartment, which isn’t very bad. We pay $3-50 per person
per week, and xs besides a large room with double eds and
furnitures, we have a kitchenette with gas stove and a
r figerator. There is a separate bath/ room. Well, too much
cannot be said about cur experience to date since leaving
Poston.

Dr. Leighton has requested that I write you immediately
explaining the Bureau’s situation when I left there. So here
goes. Our old timers (secretaries) left the Bureau before I
left--Hisako workin." as Mr. Gelvin's secretary, and
Akl l ishimoto and .‘ary Kinoshi ta working as secretaries for
"r. Schmidt (evacuee property head). This.has left the Unit
One s-aff with all new secretaries and assistant research
workers. Akiko Awaya and Mary Yabutani -(recent high school
graduates) are both full time secretaries, and ’they have een
doing a fairly good job. Aiko Tanamachi (high sch. grad. ) has
been"completing her report on the senior class activities
for last year. She has this practically completed. I have
asked her to continue her study of the school, even though
she will not be attending school anymore. Yoneo-Orio and G^ace
Morimoto have been working on blockjstudies (Blo’ckb 19 and
27 respectively), but they will be returning to school on
September 20th. If they are able to, I guess they will want
to continue to do research work on part-time basis. Rumor
bath it that students will be put off the WRA payroll very «•
soon. Is this true? Some of the staff have been wondering
about this.



Page 2
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Our messenger boy, Toshio Fonda, has left us also. Mrs.
Sugino is still on temporary part-time basis, doing her
personality studies. I guess this covers the Unit One staff.

The Unit Three staff was intact when I left--one full
time worker (Jim Sera) and four student/ workers who will
be returning to school on September 20th. I believe Jim is
anxious to continue to work with the Bureau. I am not sure
exactly what the others are planning to do, but my guess is
that they would like to do pa t-time work while going to
school, if this is possible.

I don't know whether Gene Sogioka is leaving very soon
or not. I can't recall whether he/ is on the payroll as yet.

Before I left I tried to have a conference with Mr. Gelvin
and Dr. Powell to find our if anything had been decided upon
regarding the Bureau's future, but they were busy Ind I didn't
have a chance to talk with them. The pxxsz remaining staff
members were pretty much concerned about the permanency of
their work, and all I could say was that until the new com
munity analyst comes nothing definite can be p^omjsed. I
believe by the time you receive this letter you/nave h bet
ter idea as to who will head the Bureau in Poston.

That is the situation of the Bureau when I left Poston
on September 14th. Tom Sasaki, you know, left Poston about
five days before we did, and probably is now at Toadlena,
Nev/ Mexico, working as boys advisor at the Indian school
there. Kaz Ueno, former Unit III staff member, Just phoned
a few minu es ago, and we learned that bhe is in Chicago
also attending the Baptist Seminary. Misao Furuta is at
McAllister College, St. Paul, Minn. And so it seems that
the original Bureau is scattered far and wide.

Well, I hope we'll have a chance <-o meet again, and
possibly hear from each other.

Very sincerely

Toshio Yataushiro

P.S. Iwa, George, and I are staying at:
35^3 So.Ellis St.
Chicago, Illinois

This is about a 20-minute ride to the office



REFER IN REPLY TO THE FOLLOWING:
ADDRESS ONLY THE

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
1

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON 25

New Intc rior Depaa b Bl

March 29, 1944

Dr. Edward : . Spicer
■Co.-.'; unity .Analysis Division
7.’<-,r rielocation Ad. ority
B p r r Bui 1 di n g
512 “17 th Str et

P sh ingt on, D• 0.

Dear Dr.Spicer:

Enclosed please find a copy of the article' 11 Re settling the
'Jest Coast Evacuees” which three of us have "been able to pre
pare in view of our experience in the Poston relocation center
and general information we secured.

The article is being considered for publication by The
Buolic Opinion Quarterly • He feel it necessary to obtain ap
proval ^^^the ’Jar Relocation Authority and any su e st ions
for alteration it wishes to make.

Because the Editor of the Quarterly has requested that
the final draft of the article be in his hands as soon as
possible, we ask that you give the matter your earliest con-
si c/ ration .

We will look forward
suggestions for changes*

to receiving your approval and/or

Sincerely yours,

Toshio Y:/bsushiro



2217 b St. NE
.'.a ~hinr to n P, D.C •
Juno 4, 1946

Deer- Lily,

Since you have now -roved to your new ebode and ,;e
are not able to reach youby ’"'hone, I s~i going to write down
for- youths list of things vhich wo ex-o * nt re t d in selling
I finally wab able to get down to Sear for few -.1 nut os
lest Saturday to try end chec: on some -rices but found that
the / had neither in stock nor- in the catalogue enough nieces
that would "io me a good basis for covarlson. : -ei- fox-e
some of th n- ices I a Voting are based on an a—roximate
knowledge of the or ginal cost of'th niece. . f.
any nrlce is too much we vill try to look Into it further.

I think I will send you the list in duplicate, then
you can check one and return it to me so we will know what
you want. Of course we can always be reached by ’■'hone too.

I am sorry 1 have take so Im? on this but things
have hoc pretty hectic in UF.A the last courle of weeks,
particularly in the iisnorts J: vision where all .the final
r orts arc nourint in now and h; ve to be yottc read'.- for
nubl’c tion by a very t.’.yht and immovable deadlJ.ne..

,.-e hope that things are going well w- th. you end
that you are liking your new home.

Sine' ely,



-his was inadvertently
forwarded to you.

orittcd at the time the FieW b enorandum *»*

&>

Denver.
22 Sept 46
T. Yatsushiro

VETEHAKS
es8icnH with 3 veterans (Nisei)

Tonight in the lobby of the Silver Dollar hotel I participated in a "bull

session" with three 1 xsei veterans. Yosh f 'rd ya, co-owner of the Silver Dollar

..otel, was the primlpal character who did cost of the talking. Tb.< other two ?:ore

not as vociferous as Tosh. One of these two is Uoshi (don’t know his flret r.v. •. ,)

who is the brother of Saul >oshi, who in turn ifi the co-partner of Yooh Haniya.

The session first began between Tosh and ■with Yeah relating in sore lew h

hiE- army and war experience in Europe.

Zifet jervic®■ o n ,!■■ ■ i . ■ »

Yosh was first inducted in early 1944 and was discharged about <hily 1946.

He was a member of the 442nd, and was one of the 500 who paraded in D. t. and w -rf.

reviewed by President Trvr.i.n. >e was an infantryman.

'/.I; • enfidenxv -tv-pi: up free Air.;.- ■ •xperiercesi

Yosh took great pride in relating hew his army experiences restored self-

confidence in him.

"You know when first came out of the relocation camp to resettle in
Colorado, boy, we sure got discriminated against. I remember ”aul
(Hoshi, who is Tosh’s partner) and I first got off in La Junta and went.
to the nearest restaurant to get sone food. '.'ul and I sat down and
waited for the waitress to take our order. ell, we waited and -..aited
and the waitress wouldn’t com. I told 'aul, ’Core on, let’s get the hell
c.it ■_ ■ .. < : v.,e
waitress comes to take our order.’ ell, we waited sem r/.re ard I in-
sisted to Paul, ’Let’s leave,’ but you know how Paul is. He was stubborn

for hour and b.al before -.c finally 1 ft. vv place without coinf on....

"> ell, when 1 got out of the army a little while ago and on sy way home to
Denver, for the hell of it 1 stopped off at La Junta and went to the same
restaurant. ■' was going to raise, hell if I got the sane treatment as Paul
and 2 did three years ago. Boy, this time the moment I went into the res
taurant and sat down at a table the waitress came to wait on mo. It’s a
d«K! f ood thir-r she waited or. me. I -.'p.sn’t scared thia time ..tth my uniform
on. Bow, if any hakujin or anybody trf anything funry on me I’m going to
tell hit- cff« 1 don't care where ~ i 't nobody is roing to discriminate
against me.”

Ycsh went on to relau a story about another discharged Nisei Gx, whose name

"lioy” i rr. wi-f.i.v . lived in Gra"'d or, Golcrado.
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"That guy rtoy Is a rugged guy, all right. He’s the kind cu guy who s always
looking for trouble. You know in the battle front he was 7°^/’ \
for front lino combat service. He's a typical guy from the "inaka (country.)
You knew they always want to be front lino troops."

’Cell he was banged up in battle and had to have one leg amputated* I saw
him the other day in Denver and he told me this story. .Then he got home
(Grand (Junction) the other day, being discharged from the arqy, he noticed a

sign in front of a halm jin restaurant saying ’Ko Japs allowed.,’ Ho was
sore as hell. He went down to the restaurant without his one log — he
intentionally left his artifical leg off — and with his crutches and s to med
into the restaurant. He demanded ’..here is the. manager of this joint! 1
The rs&nager came out and he cussed thf hell cut of the manager for putting
np such a sign an ’Ko Japs allowed’ in front of hie restaurant* He went on
to tall the manager, ’*hat do you think I went to rar for9 and about he
being an American and about his right to be treated fairly* The next day
the sign was taken off.”

"You know the Kisei*veterans ought to join seme veterans organisation.
hut I don’t think we ought to form a segregated unit* >e ought to join
an organization already established by hakujin. I hear that the AVC is
very good.”

hen / mentioned the Cathay Logion Post of which many Msei veterans are

members, he said:

!:Ah—- that*” (very disgustedly*) nThat’s nothing but a gambling joint.
furthermore, 1 don’t like the American Legion, lhey were against us
throughout the war.”

v/heh asked why he didn’t make any effort to join an organization, he stated:

•w brother-in-law and I always talked about joining a veterans organisation,
but I don’t know we never did. I don’t know, 1’n not sure noout whether
I should or should not join an organisation."
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BROTHER HO OP CREEP.
I WILL SPREAD NO UNFOUNDED RUMOR

OR SLANDER /.GAINST ANY PERSON, SECT, OR
FAITH.

I WILLJIEYER INDICT A WHOLE PEOPLE
OR GROUP BY REASON OF THE DELINQUENCY

OF ANY ONE MEMBER.

I WILL DAILY DEAL WITH EVERY PER

SON ONLY ON THE BASIS OF HIS TRUE INDI

VIDUAL WORTH.

IN MY DAILY CONDUCT, I WILL CONSE

CRATE MYSELF TO THE IDEA OF HUMAN E-

QUALITY, HUMAN FELLOWSHIP AND BROTHER

HOOD .

j\ message from in ent
QuTvcle, Amigos! How are things’

To date United Youth's new and humble
PRESIDENT FEELS UNWORTHY CUT AMBI
TIOUS. H I S' GRATITUDE FOP. YOUR CONFI

DENCE IN HIM WILL BE SHOWN IN HIS AC

TIVITY DURING THE COMING YEAR.

Remember, Folks, about now is the
TIME TO CELEBRATE THE ONE—YEAR ANNI

VERSARY OF OUR INTER-RACIAL GROUP.

AS WE REVIEW OUR BEGINNING WE CAN

feel proud. Martin Mazer, our past
President and present Editor, has
GUIDED US OVER PLENTY OF ROUGH, UNEX

PLORED ground. Following a success
ful United Youth Rally, some social
action was taken on discrimination in
a bowling alley. Regular meetings
HAVE BEEN HELD THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

AND TWO PICNICS WERE SUCCESSFULLY
SPONSORED.

The community: has felt the im
pact OF OUR EFFORTS.

Our concern is the Community.
The Old Pueblo has long been a quiet,
DUSTY BORDER TOWN. Itt TUCSON GROWTH

ALL RACES AND MANY NATIONALITIES HAVE

CONTRIBUTED SOMETHING. TODAY WE DO

NOT BORDER MEXICO. THERE IS MEXICO

WITHIN US. WE DO NOT BORDER THE DEEP

South. People from the South are a
part of us. Russia, China, Asia are

ALL HERE TOO.

Throughout the future year, let
US BECOME MORE AWARE OF OUR HERITAGE.

HOW MANY PEOPLE FROM CHINA LIVE IN

Tucson -' From what group of‘people do
ATHLETES, MUSICIANS, BUSINESSMEN

come? Are we familiar with the cus
toms, THE FORMS OF RECREATION, OR THE
FAVORITE FOODS NATIVE TO EACH NATION

ALITY IN OUR COMMUNITY- OuR LIVES

WILL BE ENRICHED IN DIRECT PROPORTION

TO THE DEGREE WE ENJOY THE VARIETY OF
PEOPLE WHO MAKE UP TUCSON.

Herbert Warmer

HERBERT FARMER ELECTED
u'j 1 TEO YOUTH

An election of officers was held
Sunday, January 26, by the United Youth
Flection results were as follows:
President, Herbert Warner; Vice-Presi-
dent, Quincy Powdrill; Secretary.
Thelma Fishman; Treasurer, Cressworth
Lander.

The president appointed Marjorie
0* Kelley program chairman. ’.'art in
Mazer was appointed editor of cur
MONTHLY BULLETIN, s,THE MELTING PoTn.

Reporters for the bulletin are Selma
Luell, Jack Snider, and Cornelia V/y s-
il’ger .

A MOTION WAS MADE ANO PASSED UN

ANIMOUSLY THAT THE UNITED YOUTH ORGAN-

1 Z AT-» ON ELECT FOUR ADVISORS FROM THE

MAJOR R\C1< 1 AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS ANO

ALSO SPONSOR AN INTER-RACIAL CHOIR.
Further clans will be discussed at a
LATER DATE ELECTION OF ADVISORS WAS

POSTPONED UN7:L NEXT MEETING.

After the meeting the club en
joyed REFRESHMENTS THROUGH THE COUR
TESY Jr OU: HOG/ AND HOSTES? OR. AND

Mrs. F. H. Warner. In fact, a detect
ive IS STILL WORKING ON THE "CASE OF

the Missing Cookies-1-. A clue—lakt in
Mazer seemed very contented after the
event. Pictures were taken.
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EDIT?PI AL
Atlanta, Dec. 26-(AP)-First returns

FROM A POLL OF THE GEORGIA LEGISLA

TURE SHOWED HEAVY SUPPORT TONIGHT FOR

M. E. Thompson, lieutenant-governor
elect, TO BECOME GOVERNOR IN PLACE OF

THE LATE “UGENE TaLMADGE....
Atlant a, Jan. 1 J-( AP-)-Bann ing of

NEGROES FROM VOTING IN GEORGIA’S DEMO

CRATIC PRIMARY ELECTIONS IS A KEY

pledge of Herman Talmadge if he’s ■
EVENTUALLY RECOGNIZED AS GOVERNOR.

Elected by the legislature early
TODAY AT A RIOTOUS SESSION, TaLMADGE
SAID IN AN INAUGURATION SPEECH THAT

HE WOULD ASK THE LEGISLATURE TO RE

STORE THE WHITE PRIMARY.

Atlanta, Jan. 15“ (AP)-Georg i a 1 s
BATTLE OF THE GOVERNORS ENTERED THE

COURTS LATE TODAY WHEN ATTORNEY GEN

ERAL Eugene Cook filed suit to enjoin
Herman Talmaoge from functioning as
GOVERNOR ON THE BASIS OF HIS ELECTION

SEVERAL HOURS EARLIER....

Judge Hendrix directed Tali.iadge
to show cause February 7 why he
SHOULD NOT DE BARRED FROM THE OFFICE.

Arnall contends a legislature elec
tion IS ILLEGAL.

Atlanta, Jan. 1 7-(/.A)-... Arh all was
BARRED FRO”. HIS ROTUNDA OFFICE, ES

TABLISHED YESTERDAY. AFTER TaLMADGE
(with t::e aid of members of the • Ku
Klux Klan) seized control of the ex
ecutive OFFICES WHICH .'.RNALL HAO OC

CUPIED FOR THE PAST FOUR YEARS....

The preceding news excerpts from
THE .RIZONA DAILY STAR TELL A GRIM

story of Fascism on the march in Amer
ica. If TaLMADGE IS ALLOWED TO RE

MAIN IN office, a dangerous precedent
WILL HAVE DEEN ESTABLISHED, AND WE

SHALL DE OHL' STEP CLOSER TO TOTAL

FASC I SM.

UNITED YOUTH SPONSORS
INTER - RAC I AL CHO I R

Mr . Nov 1 c To Be 0 i rector
January 26 the members of Uni

ted Youth decided to sponsor an in
ter-racial choir. Margorie O’Kelly,
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN, IS IN CHARGE OF

this project. Recently it was an
nounced that Mr. Herman Novic has
consented to direct the choir. All
YOUNG PEOPLE BETWEEN THE AGES OF l6

AND 26 ARE INVITED TO JOI.N THE CHOIR

WHICH WILL DE OPEN TO NON-MEMBERS AS .
WELL AS MEMBERS OF UNITED YOUTH. ANY

ONE INTERESTED IN JOINING THE CHOIR

MAY GAIN FURTHER INFORMATION DY PHON

ING Marcorie O’Kelly, 1621-7.

LETTERS TO THE ED I TOR
Editor The Melting Pot:

Congratulations oh "The Melting
Pot”. It is well put together, both
IN CONTENT AND IN LAYOUT.

I HOPE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO KEEP

IT GOING.

Enclosed is a buck to pay the
COST OF PUTTING MY NAME ON YOUR MAIL

ING LIST.

MORE PEOPLE MAY READ THE MELTING PoT.

All CONTRIBUTIONS go to this PURPOSE.

Good luck

Ed i tor’s Note :

S I NCERE LY

Eo Kepler
Mr. Kepler’

, Tucson
S CONTP. I DU-

TION IS V,

Youth is
The staff
TO E XI’AN D

'ELL APPRECIATED, AS UNITED

NOT A WEALTHY ORGANIZATION.

OF THIS BULLETIN WOULD LIKE

THE CIRCULATION SO THAT

Editor The Melting Pot:
I READ WITH CONSIDERABLE INTER

EST THE FIRST ISSUE OF YOUR PUBLICA

TION The Melting Jot. I wish you a
GREAT DEAL OF SUCCESS IM YOUR ENDEA

VOR ANO AM SURE THAT THE PUBLICATION

WILL AID YOU IN BUILDING YOUR UNITED

Youths of Arizona.
I HOPE YOU WILL CONTINUE TO SEND

US COPIES OF YOUR PUBLICATION, AMD IF

AT SOME TIME YOU COULD SEND US SOME

PHOTOGRAPHS OF YOUR GROUP WE WOULD DE

VERY INTERESTED IN SEEING THEM AND

POSSIBLY III PUBLISHING THE PICTURES.

Curt E. Jackson
OUR WORLD PUBLISHING CO.



PHOENIX GROUP TO INTRODUCE
FEPC IN STATE CAP!TAL

Phoenix, Jam. 1^-The CIO-FEPC
COMMITTEE WEDNESDAY CLAIMED THE SUP

PORT of Sen. Marvin Smith of Maricopa
and Senate President Hubert H. o1 Au
tre mon t of Tucson.

Rev. J. L. Boyd declared that
Smith would probably introduce an
FEPC DILL AND SAID THAT D’AUTREMONT

WOULD DO WHAT HE COULD TO HELP.

Smith said he would attempt to have a
COMMITTEE INTRODUCE THE BILL, WHILE
D’AUTREMONT SAID HE MERELY PROMISED

HIS CONSIDERATION AND WOULD REFER IT

TO THE PROPER COMMITTEE.

The dill, Rev. Boyd said, would
ELIMINATE RACIAL PREFERENCE IN EM

PLOYMENT.
Members of the CIO-FEPC commit

tee are Rev. Boyd, Mrs. Pearl Turner,
A. J. Cook, H. B. Jackson, John Dutch,
CIO STATE LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN.

--Tucson Daily Citizen

KTUC BROADCASTS COR'/.' IN’S
“ONE WORLD FLIGHT”

Norman Corwin, outstanding CBS
radio writer and winner of the “Will-
kie One World Award”, has started a
series of radio broadcasts over CBS
(KTUC) at
NIGHT FOR

World”.

8:30 p.m. EVERY

THE FURTHERANCE

IHURSDAY
OF ”ONE

Norman Corwin has come back from
HIS FOUR—MONTH WORLD TRIP WITH A RE
CORDING OF MORE THAN 150 HOURS OF IN-

TERVIEWS.

The program, “One World Flight”,
IS DEDICATED to THE MEMORY OF WENDELL

WlLLKIE, AMD DURING ITS COURSE C0RV/1N

IS RECONSTRUCTING HIS 37^000-MILE

FLIGHT FOR THE RADIO AUDIENCE.

ACC MEETING
Thursday evening, February 6, the

DELEGATES OF THE An T I - 0 I SCRIM INAT I ON

Co-ordinating Council decided to holo
a special meeting which was open to
all people interested in FEPC legis-
LAT ION.

The FEPC petitions distributed
AMONG THE DELEGATES AT THE PREVIOUS

MEETING WERE COLLECTED AND SENT TO
PHOEN I X.

DEMOCRACY IN ACTION
by Cqrnel i a Wy s i n per

The Tucson YWCA over a period of
YEARS HAS BEEN DOING OUTSTANDING WORK

IN PROMOTING BROTHERHOOD.
In 1936 there was an “inter-ra

cial council” at the YWCA. In an at-
TEMPT TO ELIMINATE THE WORD “INTER

RACIAL”, THE NAME WAS CHANGED TO " I LI

TER-CLUB council". Besides having a
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPRESENTING A

CROSS-SECT IOII OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY,
THE YWCA HAS OPENED ITS FACILITIES

ANO MEMBERSHIP TO ALL WOMEN. TllE

SWIMMING POOL IS USED BY THE TUCSON

Senior High School for
structions. During the

SWIMMING IN

SUMMER, SWIM

MING LESSONS WERE OPEN TO MEMBERS OF

ALL ACES.

The “Y-teens” is an organization
OF GIRLS FROM LOCAL SCHOOLS RANGING

IN AGES FROM TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN YEARS

OF AGE. The “Y-teens" have an "in
ter-club COUNCIL" WHICH MEETS MONTH

LY . The “Y-teens” also have an an
nual AFFAIR KNOWN AS THE "IRISH Fa I R“

AT WHICH TIME EACH CLUB FEATURES ITS

ORIGINAL CONCESSION.
Members of the YWCA are placed

ON COMMITTEES ACCORDING TO THEIR
ABILITY AND NECESSITY. THE ACTIVITIES

OF A YWCA WORKER WHO IS OF A PARTIC

ULAR GROUP* OF PEOPLE ARE NOT LIMITED

TO THAT PARTICULAR GROUP; SHE CON

TRIBUTES WHEREVER SHE IS NEEDED.

The people of Tucson will be
ABLE TO SEE THE POLICY OF THE YWCA IN

ACTION AT THE ANNUAL "IRISH Fa I Rtt
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

With this excellent example, how
CAN OTHER TUCSON ORGANIZATIONS HELP
CUT ADOPT THE SAME POLICY?

SURVEY OF THE Z I ON I ST MOVEMENT

By Passi Joseph Gumbiner

(Rabbi Joseph Gumbiner, a gradu
ate of the Hebrew Union College in
ClNCINNATTI, IS DIRECTOR OF HlLLEL

Foundation, Jewish religious campus
group, and Rabbi of Temple Emanu-El.
Rabbi Gumbiner’s position is that of a
moderate Zionist. Jointly with Rabbi



Marcus Breger, Rabbi Combiner founded
the Zionist District in Tucson.)

In one form or another Zionism
IS COEXTENSIVE WITH THE HISTORY OF

Israel. From the ambition of ancient
HERDSMEN TO INFILTRATE THE FERTILE

CRESCENT DOWN TO THE LATEST BOATLOAD

OF REFUGEES, THE LOVE OF Z I ON HAS

BEEN A PART OF JEWISH LIFE. THE BAB

YLONIAN EXILE LASTED ONLY FIFTY

years. Then Jews began the return.
The second Hebrew commonwealth endured
FOR SIX HUNDRED YEARS UNTIL ITS
DESTRUCTION BY THE ROHANS IN THE YEAR

70 OF TM£ PRESENT ERA. FROM THEN ON

UNTIL THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, JEWS

PRAYED FOR THE RESTORATION OF ZlON.

IMPATIENT SPIRITS, LIKE THE POET

PHILOSOPHER Jehuoah Halevi, set out
FOR THE LAND, V/HICH HAS ' NEVER BEEN

without Jewish .inhabitants. In the
1880’s and 90’s the "Lovers of Zion”
BEGAN TO FOUND MODERN COLONIES ON

Palest i n i an soil.
The CONTEMPORARY ZIONIST MOVE

MENT BEGAN WITH THE ISSUANCE BY THE

British government on November 2,

1917, of the Balfour Declaration:
"His Majesty’s Government view with
FAVOUR THE ESTABLISHMENT IN PALESTINE

OF A NATIONAL HOME FOR THE JEWISH

PEOPLE, ANO WILL USE THEIR BEST EN
DEAVORS TO FACILITATE THE ACHIEVE

MENT GF THIS OBJECT, IT DEING CLEARLY

UNDERSTOOD THAT NOTHING SHALL BE DONE

WHICH MAY PREJUDICE THE CIVIL AND RE

LIGIOUS RIGHTS OF EXISTING NON-JEWISH

COMMUNITIES IN PALESTINE OR THE

RIGHTS AND POLITICAL STATUS ENJOYED

by Jews in any other country”. This
DOCUMENT BECAME PART OF THE MANDATE

given Britain for Palestine and thus
SECURED THE SANCTION OF ALL MEMBERS

of the League of Nations. By a joint
resolution of both houses of the Con
gress, AS WELL as BY AN ANGLO-AMERI-

can Convention signed in 1 the
Government of the United States gave
its approval to this project. Brit
ain, in TURN, PROMISED TO MAKE NO

CHANGES IN THE PROPOSED CREATION OF A

Jewish national home without the con

sent of the United States.
During the nearly thirty years

since the issuance of the Balfour
Declaration, the Jews have built up a
COMMUNITY IN PALESTINE NUMBERING

650»000. The life of the ancient
LAND HAS BEEN REVITALIZED. HlLLS ARE

COVERED WITH TREES, THE SOIL DEARS

BOUNTIFULLY, IRRIGATION IS RESTORED

AND POWER RELEASED, PUBLIC HEALTH

BLESSES THE PEOPLE, INDUSTRIES CROW,

CITIES SPRING UP, A GREAT EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM IS CLIMAXED BY THE HEBREW UNI

VERSITY on Mount Scopus. All of this
■HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT DISPOS

SESSING a single Arao family or indi
vidual. Every acre of land acquired
by Jews has been paid for at fantas
tic prices. Indeed, the benef i ts to.
the ARAB PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SO G RE AT

T H AT Pa LELST I NE I S A M Ap NE T I N T HE

Arabic wor.lo. Arad population has
MORE THAN DOUBLED SINCE 1917 DUE TO

BETTER HEALTH, HIGHER WAGES, AHO I KI

MI GRAT i ON .
V/HAT, THEN, IS THE PROBLEM? WHY

NOT PERMIT THE REMNANT OF ISRAEL IN

Europe to ^proceed to their homeland,
WHERE THE ESTABLISHED JEWS ARE PRE
PARED TO RECEIVE AND HEAL THEM?

There is only one answer: The Briti-sh
HAVE REPUDIATED THEIR SOLEMN PROMISE.
IN LEAGUE WITH FEUDAL ARAB LANDLORDS,

WHO FEAR THE PROGRESSIVE INFLUENCE OF

the Jews on Palestinian life, the
British have played the imperial game
in the Near last. To protect their
interest in Arabian oil ano their im
perial BASES IN THE AREA THEY HAVE

appeased the Arabs. They have even
deliberately- developed ano inflamed
Arab nationalism and fanaticism. Ev
en the Grand Mufti, Arab extremist
ANO ARCH COLLABORATOR WITH HlTLER

DURING THE P-AST WAR, HAS BEEN CARE

FULLY PRESERVED IN FREEDOM.

The Jewish people have waited
TWO THOUSAND YEARS FoR THE OPPORTUNI

TY TO MOVE PERSECUTED BRETHREN TO

Palestine. They will not now relin
quish THAT OPPORTUNITY LIGHTLY.

Next week, Dr. Lindsay Beaton,
Tucson psychiatrist, will contribute
an article to The Melting Pot.



February 14, 1947

Dear Friend:

United Youth is an inter-racial organization dedi
cated to education and direct action for the purpose of
breaking down discrimination and prejudice and to make
possible fuller understanding among members of all races
creeds and origins. United Youth has been an active or
ganization in Tucson for over a year.

Anyone between the ages of 16 through 26 may become
a member.

Here is an opportunity for you and your friends to
have fun and to make your community a more desirable
place to live in.

Recently United Youth organized an inter-racial
choir of which I am sure you and some of your friends
may desire to become a part.

Please forward this information to your organization

Yours Sincerely,

Herbert Warner
President




